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Abstract

Laser nitriding of metals such as iron, stainless steel, aluminum or titanium is an

interesting phenomenon both in physics and industry. On a time scale of hundreds

nanoseconds, high intensity pulsed laser irradiation ( I0 ≈ 108 W/cm2) in ambient

nitrogen atmosphere transforms the surface of metals to micron thick metal nitride

layer, which greatly improve the metal surface mechanical properties. Since laser

plume dynamics and incident pulsed laser are two most crucial factors determining

the laser nitriding efficiency, the experiments focus on the influences of the ambient

nitrogen pressure and the pulsed laser duration on laser nitriding. It is found that as

nitrogen pressure increases from 0.05 bar to 2 bar, the nitriding efficiency increases

rapidly, then remains nearly constant up to 10 bar. The optimal nitrogen pressure

window lies between 2 and 3 bar. The nitrogen pressure series clearly demonstrated

the transition from laser ablation to nitrogen diffusion dominated regime. The charac-

teristic parameters of the nitrogen profile are extracted and qualitatively interpreted

based on the laser supported combustion model.

The investigations of the influence of the pulse duration on laser nitriding with

nanosecond (ns) excimer and Nd-YAG laser, picosecond (ps) free electron laser and

femtosecond (fs) Ti:sapphire lasers, have revealed that ns laser is superior compared to

ps or fs laser. Nitrogen diffusion in molten metals is believed to be the primary mech-

anism of efficient laser nitriding. The competing process resulting in the depletion

of nitrogen is a degassing process, which is confirmed by the annealing experiments

and the comparison between iron and titanium nitrided by free electron laser. Due to
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the enhanced laser-metal thermal coupling induced by the laser plasma, the nitriding

efficiency is more or less independent of the wavelength of the incident laser. The

thermal stability of laser produced metal nitrides and the iron nitride phase evolu-

tion are investigated in a series of annealing treatments conducted in vacuum and air.

The results revealed that 973 K is the maximum temperature for laser produced iron

nitrides, above 973 K, nitrogen escapes from the surface due to degassing. Titanium

nitride is more stable than iron nitrides, which makes titanium an excellent candidate

for effective laser nitriding.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Iron is the most abundant metal on earth and one of the best known materials in

society. It was discovered in prehistoric times and even gave its name to a period of

time in history: the iron age. However, the main drawback of iron is that the pure

iron is soft and fragile to chemical corrosion and mechanical erosion.

Surface modification of metal, such as applying a iron nitride layer at the sur-

face [2, 3, 4] is the widely used methods to improve the surface’s mechanical and

tribological properties, such as corrosion and erosion resistance. The enhancement of

corrosion or wear resistance is generally ascribed to the iron nitride layer itself, while

the increase in hardness is supposed to be improved by a diffusion zone below the

nitride layer.

As indicated by the Fe-N phase diagram [5, 6] in Figure 1-1, the Fe-N system

consists of several solid solutions of N (α, γ, ε), stable chemical compounds (γ
′

-

Fe4N, ζ-Fe2N) and metastable phases (α
′
-martensite, α

′′
-Fe16N2) [7]. The nitrogen

content in the solid solution of b.c.c. α-Fe phase is below 0.4 at.% at T = 873 K.

The b.c.c. martensitic α
′
- Fe(N) can be regarded as a supersaturated α - Fe, with

a maximum solution of 10 at.%. The f.c.c. γ - Fe(N) is stable above 873 K, it can

also be retained at room temperature after fast cooling. N can be dissolved in γ -

Fe(N) to a maximum of 10.3 at.%. Recently, the b.c.t. α
′′

- Fe16N2 has attracted

3



3 Production of magnetron sputtered FeN and Ni3
� N thin films 

The first chapter gives an overview about the Fe-N and Ni-N phase diagrams emphasizing on FeN 
and Ni3N st

�
ructures. The following chapters present the systematic i nvestigations of the influence 

of deposition parameters on thin nitride film properties in reactive magnetron sputtering. In every 
chapter the effect of one deposition parameter, such as gas mixture and pressure, substrate 
temperature, 

�
substrate bias voltage and RF power, is discussed by collecting the results obtained 

from various analyzing methods. In the chapter 3.6 the thermal stability of the nitride films, 
monitored by annealing in different atmospheres, is investigated. The chapters are divided into two 
parts, � the larger and more detailed part presents the results concerning the production of FeN layers 
and the other part is dedicated to Ni3N.  

�

3.1 Fe-N and Ni-N phase diagrams 

FeN 

I
�
ron nitrides, as well as other transition metal nitrides, are compouds of great scientific interest 

because of t
�

heir properties making them useful i n many applications, e.g. as protective coatings, 
diffusion barriers etc. The iron-nitrogen phase diagram consists of several interstitial solutions ( , , 
), chemical compounds ( ‘-Fe4N, 

�
-Fe2N) and metastable phases (

�
‘-martensite, ‘‘-Fe16N

�
2) 

[35,36]. The Fe-N phase diagram at atmospheric pressure is presented in Figure 3.1, where the high 
temperature reg

�
ion exceeding 1200 K has been extended by calculations [37].  
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Figure 3.1: Fe-N phase diagram [36,37].  

Figure 1-1: Fe-N phase diagram [1].

interests due to its giant magnetic moment, in which the N atoms are on an ordered

sublattice. The f.c.c. γ
′
- Fe4N phase is nearly a stoichiometric line compound with a

narrow nitrogen concentration range between 19.3 at.% and 20.0 at.%. The ε - Fe2+xN

phase has an h.c.p. structure and nitrogen is soluble between 15 at.% and 33 at.%,

depending strongly on temperature. The ε and γ
′

phases are favorable phases for

coatings, because of their good tribological and corrosion resistance properties. At 33

at.% an orthorhombic ζ - Fe2N line compound phase is formed. Recently, increasing

number of reports have been published about a new FeN compound prepared by

sputtering methods. As illustrated in Figure 1-1, the FeN compound could have two

phases, one is γ
′′

- FeN with ZnS structure, the other is NaCl structure γ
′′′

- FeN.

However, the question of the stability and exact structure of these FeN phases is still

open [36, 131].

Traditional nitriding methods include gas nitriding, salt bath nitriding, ion im-

4



plantation and plasma nitriding. Gas nitriding is the most widely used industrial

process. An ammonia or ammonia/hydrogen mixture is used to increase nitrogen

activity, as described by the following equation:

2NH3 ⇀↽ N2 + 3H2 (1.1)

However, normally the gas nitriding process is conducted at high temperatures of

500 ∼ 600oC, the formed iron nitride layers are porous due to the thermal instability

of the iron nitrides with respect to iron and nitrogen gas.

Salt bath nitriding is similar to the gas nitriding, except that the nitrogen activity

comes from liquid salt baths containing reactive nitrogen such as cyanides or cyanates.

Ion implantation utilizes a beam of nitrogen ions in the energy range of 40 keV - 1

MeV range, which penetrate into the iron surface to form an iron nitride layer at low

temperature [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14]. It is possible to synthesize a continuous, micron

thick nitride layer by a two stage MeV nitrogen ion implantation process [15, 95].

Recently, plasma nitriding [16, 17, 18] has become a promising nitriding method.

Compared to traditional gas or salt bath nitriding, plasma nitriding imparts a hard

wear resistant surface without brittleness, galling or spalling. Furthermore, plasma

nitriding affects less the surface finish of the product. Salt bath and gas nitriding,

which use ammonia and phosphate for activation, will roughen the polished surface.

Plasma nitriding also provides a higher surface hardness and maintains materials

core properties due to lower nitriding temperatures. Finally, plasma nitriding is

environment friendly because a non-toxic (H2 + N2) mixture is used. Traditional gas

and salt bath nitriding use toxic gases, salts or ammonia which are hard to control

and harmful to the workers and the environment.

5



1.1 Motivations

The traditional nitriding methods [19, 20] of iron normally need a quite high tem-

perature and long treatment time. The samples with complicated shape or with the

neighboring undesirable region composed of material sensitive to heat, would be dif-

ficult to be treated [25]. Finding alternative methods in these situations would be

an interesting challenge. In the past two decades, pulsed lasers have attracted lots of

attentions. First, short and ultra short pulsed lasers open a new door to the ps and fs

ultra fast processes [21], even chemical reaction can be monitored. On the other hand,

the ultra high power density provided by short pulsed laser triggers various dynamical

processes, such as laser ablation (LA), pulsed laser deposition (PLD) of thin films,

laser cutting and micro-machining [22], particularly, in the field of PLD [23, 24]. PLD

is able to deposit nearly all of the materials, including ceramics or superconductor

materials, with the advantages of simple experimental setup, high deposition rates,

flexible tuning of the laser energy or wavelength and avoid of intersource pollution

which is a general problem in CVD or MBE. Generally, high intensity pulsed laser

and low ambient pressure below 10−3 mbar are two fundamental conditions for PLD

to ensure the production of laser plume and transport of ablated material from the

target to the substrate. If the gas pressure increases to air atmosphere, the expansion

speed of the laser plume is reduced and the hot region of the laser plume confines

longer time above the target due to the shock wave induced by the ambient gas. For

ns XeCl laser, inside the laser plume, the plume temperature (T ) can reach thou-

sands degrees at a pressure (p) of hundreds bars, which resemble the environment of

traditional plasma nitriding, but on a different spatial and time scale, as illustrated

in Figure 1-2. The nitrogen is incorporated into the molten metal by nitrogen dif-

fusion and laser plasma condensing. The laser plume located in the laser focused

region lasts typically around nanoseconds. Even materials sensitive to heat could be

treated [1, 26, 27, 28].
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Figure 1-2: Schematic drawing of a ns excimer laser nitriding process.

1.2 Thesis organization

Understanding the fundamental mechanisms of pulsed laser nitriding of metals is the

primary goal of this work. Since a high nitrogen pressure (p0 ≈ 1 bar) and a high laser

intensity (I0 ≈ 108 W/cm2) are the most crucial conditions for laser nitriding, the

investigations focus on the influences of the ambient nitrogen environment and the

incident pulsed laser on the nitriding process, more specifically, the ambient nitrogen

pressure series and the pulsed laser series, which are expected to lead to a better

understanding of laser plume dynamics and laser nitriding mechanisms. The optimal

configuration of the most efficient laser nitriding is also of interest. The specific metals

under investigations are iron, stainless steel and titanium, which are most popularly

used metals but with the drawbacks of poor erosion and corrosion resistance.

After a introduction to the gas, plasma and laser nitriding techniques, the re-

mainder of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 gives a brief description of

the laser nitriding experimental setup, adopted in most of the nitriding experiments.

Further, Chapter 2 describes the analysis methods in this thesis, particularly the

ion beam and nuclear physics analysis technique, such as Rutherford Backscattering
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Spectroscopy (RBS), Nuclear Reaction Analysis (NRA) and Mössbauer spectroscopy,

which are excellent techniques to carry out an analysis of the thin film composition

and phases.

In chapter 3 the ambient nitrogen gas pressure dependence of laser nitriding is

discussed, with the emphasis on the laser plume dynamics. The investigated nitrogen

pressures range from 0.05 bar to 10 bar. Through isotopic experiments with enriched

15N, the evolution of the nitrogen depth profile with the number of laser pulses is

derived. A qualitative interpretation of the characteristic parameters of the nitrogen

depth profile based on laser plume dynamics is included. The phase composition and

surface profiles at different nitrogen pressures are also briefly discussed.

Chapter 4 describes the laser pulse duration dependence of laser nitriding, with

the concentration on the laser nitriding mechanisms. Comparisons of nitrogen con-

centration depth profiles, surface phase compositions and hardness among ns UV

excimer laser, IR Nd-YAG laser, ps free electron laser and fs Ti:sapphire laser ni-

trided iron and titanium are presented. Together with a thermal simulation, the

primary laser nitriding mechanism is determiend. Also elucidated are two competing

processes determining the nitriding efficiency.

The thermal stability of laser produced iron, stainless steel or titanium nitrides is

presented in chapter 5. A series of annealing experiments are conducted in vacuum

and air. The phase diagrams of laser irradiated iron or stainless steel at different

temperatures and the maximum temperature for future applications are derived.

Chapter 6 summarizes the conclusions of the thesis and gives a outlook for the

future researches.
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Chapter 2

Experimental Methods

2.1 Laser nitriding setup

The experimental set up of laser nitriding is illustrated schematically in Figure 2-1:

High power pulsed laser employed in the experiment is a XeCl excimer laser, a Nd-

YAG laser, a fs Ti:sapphire laser or a free electron laser. After the optical unit, the

pulsed laser beam is focused on the metal surface inside the laser nitriding chamber,

which is filled with nitrogen gas with a purity of 99.999% after evacuation to a pressure

below 10−6 mbar.

Since most of our experiments are conducted with excimer laser, the detailed

description of this experimental setup is given. If other pulsed lasers are used, only

minor modifications of this system are needed.

The raw beam of excimer laser was focused onto the metal sample through a f =

200 mm concave quartz lens. The laser energy density H is determined by the focus

area and the pulse energy Ep:

H =
EP

a0b0

f 2

d2
(2.1)

where d is the distance between sample surface and focusing plane, a0, b0 describe

the dimension of the laser beam aperture.
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Figure 2-1: Schematic drawing of the laser nitriding experimental setup.

The energy of singe pulse EP is measured by a pyroelectric joulemeter with a

black ceramic absorption layer (SpectroLas/GenTec with measuring head PEM50K).

EP equals the mean value of 10 measurements results with same optical path as real

sample treatment, with an error below 4%. The size of the laser spot on the samples

was measured by the black area of the photoactive paper after laser irradiation. The

spatial intensity profile of the raw beam of XP2020 XeCl excimer laser was obtained

from a CCD device, which is shown in Figure 2-2. The energy density of the raw

beam laser varies significantly over the spot, with maximum value in the centre and

lower intensities around the borders. Such kind of inhomogenity would result in rough

sample surface and thermal instability during the laser nitriding process. In order to

homogenize the incident raw laser beam, a 5 × 5 fly eye cylindrical microlens (10 mm

width and 50 mm length) array with a focal length of 50 mm is employed. There is

exactly one position (45 mm from the focusing lens) where the laser beam redistribute

its spatial energy density and produce a homogeneous top-hat flat energy profile, as
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Figure 2-2: Spatial intensity profile of the raw laser pulse of the Siemens XP2020
excimer laser (a0 = 55 mm, b0 = 45 mm), operated at 30 kV.

indicated in Figure 2-3.

The whole laser nitriding chamber was evacuated with rotation pump and molec-

ular pump until 10−6 mbar, then filled with nitrogen gas N2 to desired pressure p0.

The chamber was designed to withstand a pressure of 10 bar so the pressure region

between 10−6 mbar and 10 bar was available for the laser treatment.

In order to make large area treatment maintaining nice surface morphology, the

nitriding chamber was mounted on a numerical controlled X-Y table, which allows

programmed movement of the chamber. The same area of the metal surface was

irradiated m × n times by moving the sample in x direction with each step of ∆ =

a/m and in Y direction with step of ∆ = b/n, where a, b describes the size of the

laser spot. Therefore the whole metal surface can be treated with the desired number

of pulses.
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Figure 2-3: Spatial intensity profile of the homogenized laser pulse after the fly eye
cylindrical microlens (a = b = 5 mm).

2.2 Analysis of laser nitrided samples

Due to the technical difficulties involved in the ultra fast process, most investigation

of the laser nitriding process concentrate on the analysis of the nitrided metals after

laser treatment instead of the in situ monitoring of the nitriding process.

For laser nitrided metals, nitrogen depth profile and surface phase composition are

important informations to characterize the nitriding efficiency. Surface morphology

and microhardness are crucial properties for real applications.

Besides the widely used surface processing applications such as ion implantation

and ion beam mixing, ion beam technique also highlights itself in the field of non de-

structive analysis of elemental compositions and depth profiles with high sensibility

and resolution [38, 39, 40]. Ion beam analysis is based either on the Coulomb inter-

action between the ion beam and the target nuclei or the nuclear reaction between

the incident energetic ion and target nuclei. The former leads to the development

of the Rutherford Backscattering Spectroscopy (RBS), the latter forms the basis for

Nuclear Reaction Analysis (NRA). They are described in detail as follows. All of the

ion beam analyses were performed at the 530 keV heavy ion implanter IONAS in
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Göttingen [41].

2.2.1 Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy

Figure 2-4: Schematic drawing of the Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy.

RBS [42] is based on a simple phenomenon: the elastic collisions between beam

particles and the nuclei of the target at energies well below the Coulomb barrier.

There are three basic factors which determine the energy spectrum of RBS. A schematic

drawing of RBS is illustrated in Figure 2-4.

Initially, backscattering results in an energy change due to collision kinematics.

The spectrum is further altered by energy loss of incoming and backscattered particles

emerged from below the target’s surface. The intensity of backscattered particles

reflects the concentration of target atoms. Therefore, a single RBS spectrum contains

the information of target’s atom masses, their concentrations, and depth profiles.

From an analytical point of view, RBS compatible materials are heavy thin films

on lighter substrate materials. Heavier thin film give high intensity RBS signals free
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of background. Normally, RBS measurement of light element are more difficult due

to low signal to background ratio.

However, for a number of important light elements (carbon, nitrogen, oxygen), a

special technique - elastic resonance scattering can be used to boost sensitivity. Such

measurements are done at specific resonance energies at which the backscattering

yield from the light element greatly exceeds standard RBS yields.

The RBS yield depends on the number of target atoms encountered by the pen-

etrating particles along their path. For single-crystal target materials, the incoming

beam direction can be aligned with one of the major crystallographic axes of the

substrate. At such conditions, called channeling, the backscattering yield drastically

reduces. Channeling provides information on the crystallinity of the target as well as

determining whether an impurity atom occupies a substitutional lattice location.

In a typical RBS spectrum, the abscissa corresponds to the energy of the backscat-

tered He ions Ef , which is determined by the incidence energy, the scattering angle

and the energy loss of He ions when they travel through the target materials. The

backscattering process when approximated by the Rutherford point charge model is

illustrated in Figure 2-4:

Ef = k · (Ei −∆Ein)−∆Eout = k ·
(
Ei −

∫ d

0

dE

dx
(x)dx

)
−
∫ d

0

dE

dx
(x)

dx

cos(θ)
(2.2)

where Ei is the He ion incidence energy, d denotes the depth where the backscat-

tering happens, θ is the backscattering angle and k is the kinematic factor.

k =

[
Mpcos(θ) +

√
M2

t −M2
p sin2(θ)

]2
(Mp + Mt)2

(2.3)

where Mp and Mt are the masses of the incident He ion and target nuclei, respec-

tively.

The stopping power dE/dx or energy loss of the incident ions depends on ion
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velocity and the charge state of ion and target atom. If the ion velocity is below the

Bohr velocity v0 = e2/h, the nuclear stopping is the dominant mechanism contributing

to the energy loss, since ion tends to be neutralized by electron capture. For high

energic ion or v >> v0, some electrons are stripped from the ions, and the electronic

stopping dominates. The energy range for our RBS and NRA belongs to the nuclear

stopping dominated regime. The stopping power has been theoretically investigated

[39, 43] as well as experimentally measured and phenomenologically parameterized

for many incident ions and targets combinations [44, 45, 46, 47, 48].

The Y-axis of the RBS spectrum corresponds to the yield of the He ions or the

intensity of the RBS spectrum, which is determined by the differential cross section

at the specific backscattering angle θ where the detector is located, as illustrated in

equation 2.4 and 2.5:

dσ

dΩ
=

(
ZpZte

2

16πε0Ei

)2
4

sin4(θ)

[√
1− [(Mp/Mt)sin(θ)]2 + cos(θ)

]2
√

(Mp/Mt)sin(θ)]2
(2.4)

Equation 2.5 can be simplified for Mp << Mt to the well known Rutherford

relation

dσ

dΩ
=

(
ZpZte

2

16πε0Ei

)2
1

sin4(θ/2)
(2.5)

All of these most important equations and parameterization of the cross section,

stopping power and energy straggling are included in the various of software pack-

ages for RBS analysis, such as RUMP [49, 50], GISA [51], IBA [52], RBX [53]and

SIMNRA [54] or WinNDF. RUMP is adopted for all of the RBS analysis in this work.

Looking a real example, in order to trace the material transport and intermixing, a

10 nm thick Au marker layer was deposited at a depth of 60 nm in an iron sample. The

sample was prepared by electron-gun evaporation and then irradiated with excimer

laser pulses (raw beam). The RBS spectra and Au concentration profiles deduced

from RUMP are illustrated in Figure 2-5. Before the laser irradiation, the Au layer
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Figure 2-5: RBS measurment of the iron sample with Au marker layer [1]: (a) RBS
spectra before and after laser irradiation (H = 4J/cm2, p0 = 1 bar), (b) Au concen-
tration depth profiles derived by RUMP.

could be fitted with a narrow Gaussian profile. After the laser treatment, it turned

into a nearly constant distribution down to the visible depth of about 400 nm. Even a

single laser pulse had produced a complete intermixing of the Au with iron. According

to Schaaf’s simulation [1], a pure diffusion of Au would cause a broaden of the Au

layer width from 9(1) nm to 62 nm for a single laser shot, an additional convection

flow must be taken into account to explain the complete intermixing of Au and iron.

Since the convection flow is difficult to analyze, in most of the following experiments

a homogeneous beam is used to suppress the convection flow.
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2.2.2 Resonant nuclear reaction analysis

Resonant Nuclear Reaction Analysis (RNRA) is a general category of ion beam anal-

ysis techniques involving a nuclear reaction between a target nucleus and an incident

particle. When the energy of the incident particle exceeds the Coulumb barrier, i.e.,

the potential barrier caused by charge repulsion, the nuclear reaction can occur. The

reaction generally results in the emission of reaction products, such as an α particle or

a γ ray. The theory of the RNRA are well discussed by Maurel [58, 59] and Vickridge

[60].

The common reactions employed for microanalysis are (d, α), (d, p), (p, α) for

particle detection and (p, α γ) for γ ray detection. RNRA with γ ray detection are

particularly useful for light elements such as 13C, 15N,18O,19F,22Ne,23Na,24Mg,27Al,

29Si and 30Si [55, 56, 57] depth profiling.

Osipowicz, Lieb and Brüssermann’s experimental work [61] indicated that the

resonance energy of 15N(p, αγ)12C is ER = 429.57(9) keV with a resonance width

of Γ = 124(17) eV. The narrow resonance width and high cross section (σ = 300 mb)

make 15N(p, αγ)12C an ideal reaction for nitrogen profiling [63, 64, 65].

Figure 2-6: Schematic drawing of the resonant nuclear reaction analysis.

The principal of the RNRA with 15N(p, αγ)12C reaction is illustrated in Figure

2-6. The 4.43 MeV γ-ray (2+ → 0+) in 12C is emitted only after the resonant reaction,
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when the incident proton energy is higher than the threshold energy of 430 keV, its

signal is proportional to the nitrogen atoms concentration. Quantitatively, the yield

of the γ ray is given by:

Y (Eb) = εdetΩNp

∫ ∞

0

∫ ∞

0

∫ ∞

0
CN(x)g(Eb, E)f(E, E

′
, x)σ(E

′
)dE

′
dEdx (2.6)

where εdet is the detector efficiency, Ω is the detector solid angle and Np is the

number of incident protons, CN(x) is the concentration profile of the nitrogen atoms.

g(Eb, E) describes the energy distribution of the incident protons. In equation 2.6,

σ(E
′
) and f(E, E

′
, x) are the two most important factors: σ(E

′
) is the resonance

cross section at the proton energy E
′
. f(E, E

′
, x) corresponds to the possibility of

finding a proton with the initial energy of E, after penetrating a depth of x, still

maintains the energy of E
′
.

From equation 2.6, the γ yield is determined by the nitrogen depth profile CN(x)

and proton incidence energy. Through an deconvolution inverse procedure, the nitro-

gen concentration profile could be derived. The simplified approach to determine the

nitrogen contend CN in the compound of AmBn is described by equation 2.7.

CN =
CstY εB

Ystεst + CstY (εB − εA)
(2.7)

where εA and εB describe the stopping power of pure A and B material respectively,

εst is the stopping power of standard or calibration sample with known nitrogen

concentration of Cst. Y and Yst correspond to the γ yield of compound AmBn and

calibration sample. The stopping power of compound is approximated with the Bragg

rule [62].

The analyzing depth of the nitrogen profile is determined by

x(Ei) = x(Ei−1) +
2(Ei − Ei−1)

ε(Ei) + ε(Ei−1)
(2.8)
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with the assumption of constant stopping power within the small depth step. The

depth can be converted from at/cm2 to nm if the density is known.

Actually, the energy straggling of the incident protons, the initial beam energy

spread of the accelerator and the Doppler broadening have to be take into account. All

these effects are included in a computer programme WinRNRA which automatically

fits the nitrogen depth profile to the experimental γ yield [66], the minimization

of the χ2 = Σ(Ysim(Ei) − Ymeas(Ei))
2 is done by Levenberg-Marquardt least square

methods [67], where Ysim and Ymeas correspond to the simulated and experimental γ

yield respectively.

In details, RNRA is conducted with the well defined proton beam of IONAS [41],

the available maximum proton energy limits the analysis depth to below 500 nm.

During the measurement the sample was cooled by liquid nitrogen to avoid sample

changes due to diffusion or anneal effect induced by the analyzing proton beam of 0.5

µA. The diameter of the proton beam is between 1 and 3 mm. The γ spectra were

collected with a 12 cm long NaI detector having a diameter of 16 cm, its efficiency

εdet for determination of the absolute nitrogen concentration was calibrated by sto-

ichiometric TiN standard samples prepared by RF magnetron sputtering [68]. The

homogeneous nitrogen concentration of calibration sample is determined by RBS.

2.2.3 Mössbauer spectroscopy

Conversion Electron Mössbauer Spectroscopy (CEMS) [69, 70] is based on the dis-

covery of Mössbauer effect [71, 72, 73], or in others words, the phenomenon of recoil

free resonant emission and absorption of nuclear γ-radiation.

When emits or absorbs a γ ray, a free atom will recoil with an energy determined

by the conservation of energy and momentum between the nucleus and γ ray.

ER =
E2

γ

2Mc2
= 1.95 · 10−3eV (2.9)
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comparing to the Heisenberg natural line width:

ΓH =
h

τ
= 4.66 · 10−6eV (2.10)

It is evident that the transition lines of emission and absorption are separated by

2ER ≈ 106 Γ, thus out of resonance.

The most important point of Mössbauer effect is that: when an atom is bounded

in a lattice, the whole lattice will take the recoil energy, thus the mass of the single

nucleus in equation 2.9 is replaced by the mass of the crystal, which is typically about

1020 times larger than single atom. By this way, the transitional recoil energy of the

crystal only amounts to a negligible fraction of the natural line width ΓH , now the

nucleus γ ray system can be in resonance.

From quantum mechanics, the probability of the recoil free emission or absorption

is determined by temperature T and Debye temperature ΘD:

f(T ) = exp

− 3ER

2kBΘD

1 + 4(
T

ΘD

)2
∫ ΘD

T

0

x

ex − 1
dx

 (2.11)

Recoil free absorption and emission enable Mössbauer spectroscope to be an ex-

cellent hyperfine analysis method with extremely high energy resolution. Due to the

interaction between probe nuclei(57 Fe atoms in our case) and the hyperfine fields,

such as an electric field gradient or a magnetic field, the energy level of probe nuclei

shift by a typical value of around 10−5 eV, which is invisible to normal γ ray analysis

methods except for Mössbauer spectroscopy with natural linewidth energy resolution.

The energy shift ED was scanned by placing emitter and absorber in different

solids and moving them relative to each other, as described by:

ED = Eγ(1 +
v

c
) (2.12)

which corresponds to the Doppler shift of the photon frequency, v is the relative

velocity of emitter and absorber.
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Figure 2-7: Energy splitting due to hyperfine electronic field gradient.

Figure 2-8: Energy splitting due to hyperfine magnet field.

CEMS is extremely sensitive to the local hyperfine field. The energy shift be-

tween the nuclear energy level of source and absorber ∆E could be divided into three

components.

∆E = δ + Eq + Em (2.13)

where δ is the electrical monopole interaction between the nuclear charge Ze and

the electron density at the nucleus, which is determined by

δ =
2

5
πZe2

[
|ΨA(0)|2 − |ΨS(0)|2

]
[R2

e −R2
g] (2.14)
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In equation 2.14, e|ΨS(0)|2 and e|ΨA(0)|2 give the electron density at the nucleus of

source (S) and absorber(A). Re and Rg are the radius of the electron cloud around

the nucleus, where the subscripts e and g refer to excited and ground state.

The last two terms in equation 2.13 are due to the interaction of the nucleus with

local electronic field gradient(EFG) and magnet field B.

As illustrated in Figure 2-7 and Figure 2-8, the energy splitting Eq and Em

induced by the electric and magnetic hyperfine fields are determined by

Eq =
eQVzz

4I(2I − 1)
[3M2

I − I(I + 1)]

√
1 +

1

3
η2 (2.15)

and

Em = −gNµNBMI (2.16)

where I is the spin of the nucleus, mI is the magnetic quantum number. The EFG

asymmetry parameter η is given in term of the EFG tensor (V = electrical potential)

η =
Vxx − Vyy

Vzz

(2.17)

In a CEMS spectrum of a 57Fe containing sample, ∆E determines the position

of the resonance absorption peak, which is unique for a certain hyperfine field en-

vironment or a specific iron nitride phase in the case of laser nitriding if iron. The

ability of the Mössbauer spectroscopy to distinguish different iron nitride phases is

outstanding, since the iron nitrides differ very much in their hyperfine parameters.

To collect the resonant absorption signal, one possible experimental setup is to

measure the absorption spectrum of the emitted γ - ray. However, for a thick sample,

this method doesn’t work due to the limited penetration depth. There are several

alternative experimental setup based on the products of internal conversion process,

such as conversion electrons, Auger electons or conversion X-rays. If the conversion

electrons emitted from the excited nuclei are detected, this kind of spectroscopy is
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called Conversion Electron Mössbauer spectroscopy (CEMS). One brilliant advantage

of CEMS is the short penetration depth of conversion electron (≈ 150 nm), which

favors CEMS for surface layer analysis. Similarly, due to the deeper penetration depth

of conversion x-rays (≈ 10−30 µm in iron), conversion x-ray Mössbauer spectroscopy

(CXMS) provides a good supplement to CEMS.

The Mössbauer spectra in our investigations were taken at room temperature,

using a simultaneous trip-radiation Mössbauer spectrometer [74] with a 57Co/Rh

source (≈ 400MBq) and a constant acceleration drive. The conversion and Auger

electrons were detected in a He/CH4 gas-flow proportional counter, the information

depth being around 150 nm. The spectra were stored in a multichannel scaler with

1024 channels [75]. After measurement, the spectra were fitted with a least-squares

routine by superimposing Lorentzian lines [76]. Velocity calibration was performed

at room temperature with a 25 µm α - Fe foil, to which all isomer shift are related.

2.2.4 X-ray diffraction

Only after the discovery of X-rays by Wilhelm Röntgen in 1895, the analysis of the

crystalline structure and phase composition of bulk materials become possible [77, 78,

79]. In this work, most of the X-Ray Diffraction(XRD) experiments were conducted

with the geometry of the Grazing angle Incidence (GIXRD). The main reasons are

two-folded: Firstly, the typical pulsed laser modified region is within the depth of

1 µm, where GIXRD reveals more information than other diffraction geometries.

Secondly, because of the rapid cooling rate involved in the pulsed laser nitriding,

polycrystalline is almost always the predominant structure for laser produced metal

nitrides. With GIXRD, all diffraction peaks of crystallized phase are guaranteed to

be resolved in a single spectrum. GIXRD is also the best way to trace the phase ratio

evolution as a function of temperature, pressure or other variables.

With 5o grazing incidence angle, the penetration depth is around 750 nm for pure

iron, which enable GIXRD an ideal methods to investigate the surface properties,
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Figure 2-9: 5o GIXRD spectrum of excimer laser nitrided iron (p0 = 2 bar).

such as surface phase composition, mean crystallite size and lattice strain. Figure

2-9 shows the GIXRD spectrum of an excimer laser nitrided iron sample at 2 bar.

The dominant iron nitride phases such as γ - Fe(N) and ε- Fe2+xN can be clearly

distinguished from the virgin α-Fe substrate.

The lattice spacing parameter is determined by the Bragg law

nλ = 2dsinθ (2.18)

For cubic structure such as α-Fe or TiN,

d =
d0√

h2 + k2 + l2
(2.19)

where h, k, l are the Miller indexes.

From each diffraction peak a lattice spacing parameter d0 could be calculated.
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The accuracy of d0 is determined by the accuracy of θ and λ. Although there are

different sources of systematic errors, the predominant source of error come from the

displacement of specimen from the diffractometer axis, which produces an error to

the lattice spacing defined by:

δd0

d0

= − D

Rd

cosθ ctanθ (2.20)

where D is the horizontal displacement of the specimen from the diffractometer

axis and Rd is the distance from specimen to the detector. The systematic error

of d0 is 0 as θ is 900, where the true lattice spacing parameter could be deduced.

The real approach is plot the d0 as the linear function of cosθ ctanθ (Nelson - Riley

Plot), linear extrapolation to cosθ ctanθ = 0 gives a lattice spacing which takes the

systematic errors in consideration.

From GIXRD spectrum, the crystallite grain size and lattice stain could also

be determined from the x-ray diffraction peak broadening. Scherrer has derived an

expression relating the x-ray diffraction peaks width to crystallite size:

Bcrystallite =
kxλ

Lcosθ
(2.21)

where λ is the wavelength of incidence x-ray, θ is the Bragg angle, L is the average

crystallite size in a direction of the scattering vector, kx is a constant varying between

0.89 and 1.309 for cubic materials, the assumption that kx = 1.0 is generally justifiable

since the precision of crystallite size analysis by this methods is, at best, about 10%.

A broadening of the diffraction peaks can also be induced by lattice strain, ac-

cording to the following relationship

Bstrain = η tanθ (2.22)

where η is the strain in the material.

The width Br, the peak width after subtracting the instrument broadening, can
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now be considered as the sum of widths due to small crystallite size and lattice stain

Br = Bcrystallite + Bstrain =
kxλ

Lcosθ
+ η tanθ (2.23)

Brcosθ =
kxλ

L
+ η sinθ (2.24)

If Brcosθ is plotted against sinθ, we get a straight line(Williamson-Hall plot) [80],

after linear regression, the crystallite size L and lattice strain η would be determined.

In this thesis, all XRD spectra were taken with a Bruker AXS D8 advance diffrac-

tometer employing Cu Kα radiation (λ = 1.54095Å).

2.2.5 Characterization of surface properties

A primary motivation for laser nitriding is to improve the surface hardness by iron

nitrides or other ceramics. After the laser treatment, the surface hardness is investi-

gated by nanoindentation hardness measurements [90], A diamond indenter(Vickers

diamond, a square based pyramid with opening angle of 136o) indents into the surface

according to the applying force F. The force is gradually increased from 0 to F, then

return to 0 continuously. The universal hardness HU(N/mm2) or GPa) is defined as

the ratio of the force F and the area A, where the Vickers diamond is in contact with

the material surface:

HU =
F

A(h)
(2.25)

The surface profile of laser nitrided samples was measured by a DEKTAK3ST

profilometer, which uses a 2.5 µm diameter diamond tip and a load of 10 mg. The

resolution of the surface roughness could reach 1 nm.
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Chapter 3

Influence of ambient nitrogen

pressure on laser nitriding

3.1 Laser-metal interactions

From a microscopic point of view, absorption of the incident laser at a metal surface

can be described as the response of the free electron of the metal to an oscillating

electromagnetic wave [101]. If the field oscillates at a frequency ω, the free elec-

trons will oscillate at the same frequency, the phase and amplitude of the oscillation

is determined by the damping force on the electron as described by the following

equation:

m
d2z

dt2
+ mγ

dz

dt
= −eE0e

−iωt (3.1)

where m and e denote the mass and charge of the free electron at the position z,

E0 is the amplitude of the electric field and the damping coefficient is denoted as γ.

The solution of equation 3.1 is in the oscillating form as:

z(t) =
e

m

1

ω2 + iγω
E0e

−iωt (3.2)
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For a sample with N free electrons, the motion of the electron resulting in an

oscillating polarization:

P (t) = −Ne2

m

1

ω2 + iγω
E0e

−iωt = ε0χeE(t) (3.3)

Then the free electron contribution to the dielectric constant ε can be deduced:

ε(ω) = 1− Ne2

mε0

1

ω2 + iγω
= ε

′
(ω) + iε

′′
(ω) (3.4)

If the damping force of the free electrons is negligible: γ � ω, the imaginary part

of the free electron contribution can be neglected and the real part becomes

ε
′
(ω) = 1− Ne2

mε0

1

ω2
= 1− ω2

P

ω2
(3.5)

where ωP is called the plasma frequency. For ω � ωP , the dielectric constant

ε
′
(ω) becomes negative and the index of refraction is purely imaginary resulting in

a strong attenuation of the electromagnetic wave. The free electrons act like a high

pass filter: above the plasma frequency the metal is transparent, below the plasma

frequency total reflection occurs.

From a macroscopic point of view, the bulk response of materials to laser light is

described by a heat conduction equation [103]. Because the laser spot size (≈ mm)

is much larger than the thermal diffusion length (≈ µm for excimer laser), a one

dimensional heat conduction model is adopted to determine the temperature profile.

The temperature at depth x is given by [103]

ρi(T )Ci(T )
∂Ti(x, t)

∂t
=

∂

∂x

(
Ki(T )

∂Ti(x, t)

∂x

)
+ Ip(t) [1−R(T )] exp [−α(T )x] (3.6)

where T denotes the temperature at the time of t which starts from the initial laser

irradiation on the surface. The subscript i describes either the solid (s) or liquid (l)
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phase. The thermal properties of the bulk material are described by a temperature

dependent density ρ, a thermal heat capacity C and thermal conductivity K. The

last item in equation 3.6 corresponds to the energy source from the laser irradiation.

Ip(t) is the time dependent laser intensity after passing the laser-produced plasma

or plume. The temperature dependent parameter R describes the surface reflectivity

and α is the absorption coefficient in the solid or liquid phase of the bulk material.

Figure 3-1: Schematic diagram of the solid/liquid and vapor/liquid interfaces and the
temperature profile in the near surface region during laser irradiation.

The propagations of the vapor/liquid and solid/liquid phase fronts are determined

by the thermal gradients in the vapor/liquid and solid/liquid interface. The position

of the solid-liquid interface (Ssl) is defined by:

−Ks
∂Ts

∂x
|x=Ssl

+Kl
∂Tl

∂x
|x=Ssl

= Ll
dSsl

dt
(3.7)

where Ks and Kl are the thermal conductivity of the solid and liquid phase, Ll/Lv

is the latent heat per unit volume of the liquid/vapor.

Similarly, the vapor/liquid front at the position Svl is given by:
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−Kl
∂Tl

∂x
|x=Svl

= Lv
dSvl

dt
(3.8)

A schematic drawing of the temperature profile in the near surface region is illus-

trated in Figure 3-1. As described in equation 3.7 and 3.8, both the vaporization

and bulk diffusion process are temperature gradient driven, but in opposite directions.

They compete with each other for the energy budget of the absorbed laser pulse. The

side with steeper gradient will prefer to dominate the energy extraction process.

During the laser nitriding process, incorporating nitrogen into the molten surface

layer is described by a one dimensional nitrogen diffusion equation:

∂CN(x, t)

∂t
= D(T )

∂2CN(x, t)

∂x2
(3.9)

where CN(t) is the nitrogen concentration, D(T ) is the temperature dependent

nitrogen diffusion constant. If the diffusion constant D is assumed be a constant, the

simplest solution of equation 3.9 is either a complementary error function:

CN(x, t) = C0 erfc

[
x√
4Dt

]
, CN(0, t) = C0, t > 0 (3.10)

according to the boundary condition of constant nitrogen concentration C0 at the

surface [104], or a Gaussian function:

CN(x, t) =
M√
πDt

exp

[
−x2

4Dt

]
, M =

∫ ∞

0
CN(x, t)dx = const. (3.11)

which maintains a constant total nitrogen amount M in the nitrogen diffusion pro-

cess [104].
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3.2 Experimental findings

In order to evaluate the nitrogen pressure dependence of pulsed laser nitriding, a

series of experiments were conducted, from single pulse irradiation, isotopic mutipulse

irradiation, to meandering surface treatment. The simplest single pulse experiments

reveal directly the ambient pressure dependence of laser nitriding, from which some

of the fundamental parameters characterizing the laser nitriding efficiency can be

extracted. Multipulse isotopic experiments are an excellent technique to trace the

evolution of the nitrogen content during subsequent laser irradiation. Furthermore,

through multipulse irradiation, the saturation of nitrogen take up is reached. Some

samples are nitrided by a meandering treatment which provides the possibility of

large surface nitriding with good surface morphology.

In the following sections, the nitrogen concentration depth profile, surface mor-

phology, and the surface phase composition at different ambient nitrogen pressures

are presented. The samples under investigation are iron and stainless steels, which

have been irradiated by XeCl excimer laser pulses (55 ns FWHM) with an energy

density of 4 J/cm2 and a repetition rate below 10 Hz.

3.2.1 Nitrogen concentration depth profile

At first, single pulse excimer laser nitriding of iron at different nitrogen pressures was

investigated. The incident laser beam was homogenized after the microlens array,

which minimized the hydrodynamics convection induced by the temperature inho-

mogeneity in the molten surface layer [1, 35]. Before each laser pulse in a nitrogen

environment, the sample surface was pre-irradiated in inert gas such as argon to re-

move surface oxide layer. In order to increase the statistics in the subsequent RNRA

analysis, the nitriding treatment was done in enriched 15N gas from 0.05 bar to 2 bar.

Due to the limited 15N resource, the single pulse nitriding experiments above 2 bar

were conducted in natural nitrogen environment until 10 bar.
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Figure 3-2: Nitrogen depth profiles of excimer laser nitrided iron after single pulse
irradiation, the nitrogen pressures range from 0.05 bar to 10 bar. The insert shows
the fitting of the nitrogen depth profile with the superposition of two exponential
functions (p0 = 1 bar).

The efficiency of the laser nitriding of iron is mainly reflected by the nitrogen

depth profiles deduced from RNRA. These profiles in single pulse laser irradiated

iron at the nitrogen pressures from 0.05 bar to 10 bar, are shown in Figure 3-2.

The left part of Figure 3-2 presents the data in the low pressure region below 2 bar.

The common feature shared by the nitrogen profiles in this regime is that they are

similar to exponential functions with a maximum nitrogen content exceeding 10 at.%

at the surface. The most distinct difference is the increase of the nitrogen distribution

depth, from less than 10 nm at 0.05 bar, to more than 85 nm at 1.6 bar.

The right part of Figure 3-2 shows the nitrogen depth profiles in the high pressure

region from 2 bar to 10 bar. The nitrogen distribution continually increases up to 6

bar, but then drops. When the nitrogen pressure exceeds 3 bar, the profiles become
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more complicated, there is a new local maximum around 100 nm. Another fact

worth mentioning is the saturation of the nitriding efficiency with nitrogen pressure.

Pressure of 3 bar already reaches the optimal nitriding result, higher pressures such as

8 bar or 10 bar neither improve the nitrogen concentration, nor the nitriding depth.

In fact, the nitrogen pressure of 10 bar leads to lower nitriding efficiency than 3 bar.

Figure 3-3: Characteristic parameters of the nitrogen depth profiles after single pulse
laser irradiation as the functions of the nitrogen pressure.

Before the further analysis, the first question is how to retrieve valuable parame-

ters from the nitrogen depth profiles. They should be able to characterize the nitriding

efficiency and reflect the fundamental mechanism of laser nitriding. The first simpli-

fication is to assume that the nitrogen is incorporated into the molten iron by a one
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dimensional diffusion process. Secondly, a infinite reservoir of nitrogen is supposed

to be at the vapor/liquid interface during the laser nitriding process. Furthermore,

the diffusion constant D is simplified to be independent of the temperature. Under

these conditions, the solution of the one dimensional diffusion equation is an error

function: Cerfc
[
x/
√

4Dt
]
, which can be well approximated by an exponential func-

tion: Cexp(−
√

πx/L), the deviation between the two functions being below 8 % if

L =
√

4Dt [88, 89, 35, 37].

In the low nitrogen pressure region below 2 bar, the nitrogen concentration depth

profiles CN(x) are fitted with the superposition of two exponential decay functions

(as indicated in the insert of Figure 3-2):

CN(x) = CL(x) + CS(x) = CL(0)exp
−
√

πx
LL + CS(0)exp

−
√

πx
LS (3.12)

The main difference between the two exponential functions comes from the dif-

fusion depth: The long range component CL(x) with a diffusion length of LL ≈ 80

nm (p0 = 1 bar) corresponds to the nitrogen diffusion profile maintained by the laser

plasma. The other exponential function CS(x) with a very short diffusion length of

LS <10 nm cannot be ascribed to a real nitrogen diffusion process, but most likely

corresponds to the fall out of laser plasma. Since nitrogen diffusion is the more fun-

damental process determining laser nitriding efficiency, more attention is focused on

CL(x) rather than CS(x). It is supposed that the coefficient CL(0) is proportional

to the solubility of nitrogen in molten iron and CS(0) reflects the amount of plasma

fall out. The nitrogen pressure dependences of CL(0), CS(0), LL and LS in the low

pressure region from 0.1 bar to 1.6 bar, are demonstrated in Figure 3-3.

At 0.1 bar, only the short range exponential function CS(x) contributes to the

nitrogen concentration profile. From 0.6 bar to 1.6 bar, the long range component

CL(x) becomes predominant. As shown in the upper part of Figure 3-3, both of

CL(0) and LL increase with ambient nitrogen pressure p0. Qualitatively, the pressure

dependence of CL(0) is fitted as CL(0) ∝ p
1/6
0 at the pressure below 1.6 bar. Similarly,
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LL increases rapidly from 35 nm to 81 nm (p0 < 1bar), then slowly to 88 nm (p0

= 1.6 bar). As for the short range component of nitrogen depth profile, the lower

part of Figure 3-3 indicates that LS is always less than 7 nm, corresponding to the

typical thickness of laser plume fall out. CS(0) drops drastically from 0.1 bar to 1

bar, due to the reduced laser ablation with increasing nitrogen pressures. From the

comparison between nitrogen pressure dependence of CL(x) and CS(x), a transition

from laser ablation dominated regime to nitrogen diffusion dominated regime is clearly

demonstrated.

When the nitrogen pressure exceeds 2 bar, the nitrogen depth profiles can not

be fitted with the combination of two exponential functions. The mean nitrogen

concentration at 10 bar is even lower than that at 3 bar. This may be ascribed to the

plasma break down in the high density plasma front, where most of incident photons

are absorbed and the hot plasma region is decoupled from the iron surface. Therefore,

nitrogen pressures more than 3 bar do not improve the energy coupling in the laser-

plasma-metal system. The optimal iron nitriding pressure window lies between 2 bar

and 3 bar.

In order to achieve large nitriding depth, multipulse laser irradiation was utilized.

Although subsequent laser pulses increase the nitrogen take up and nitriding depth,

they also induce nitrogen depletion. Since the chemical potential of nitrogen molecule

is lower than the iron nitride compound, nitrogen atoms in nitrided iron prefer to

recombine as nitrogen molecules and escape from the surface [136], known as the

degassing effect. The degassing rate increases exponentially with surface temperature.

Furthermore, due to the high laser intensity, the surface temperature of iron under

laser irradiation is much higher than the evaporation temperature, a thin surface layer

with maximum nitrogen concentration would be evaporated or ablated.

In order to trace the evolution of the nitrogen content during subsequent laser

pulses, a delicate multipulse isotopic experiment was designed to distinguish the com-

peting processes between nitrogen take up and depletion. Since RNRA only detects
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Figure 3-4: Nitrogen depth profile evolution in the 15N isotopic multipulse experi-
ments (p0 = 1 bar).

the resonance signal of 15N, the isotopic experiments were conducted in two directions:

(1) Always in 15N enriched environment (16.89 % 15N), iron samples were irradiated

with an increasing number of laser pulses. (2) The iron sample were first irradiated

in 15N enriched environment, followed by the laser irradiation in natural nitrogen

gas (0.37 % 15N). After the analysis of the corresponding nitrogen depth profiles, (1)

demonstrated the net nitrogen take up and (2) revealed the evolution of the nitrogen

content and how much nitrogen was released after the subsequent pulse irradiation.

Figure 3-4 shows two typical isotopic experimental results, at the nitrogen pres-

sure of 1 bar. After the first shot in 15N (denoted as 1?), the nitrogen depth profile

is fitted according to equation 3.12. The diffusion length of the long range com-

ponent LL=
√

4Dt1 is 81 nm (where the diffusion constant D is determined by

D = D0 exp(−Q/RT ), with D0 = 2.86 × 10−3 cm2/s and Q = 61090 J/mol for
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liquid iron [91]). Under the irradiation of 4 J/cm2 excimer laser pulse, a mean tem-

perature of 2445 K and a melting time of tm = 293 ns are estimated based on the

one dimensional thermal simulation by Illgner and Schaaf [84], a constant diffusion

constant D of 1.42× 10−4cm2/s is assumed during the laser nitriding. If both D and

LL are know, the nitrogen diffusion time t1 for the single pulse irradiation (1?), or

from another aspect, the plasma-metal effective coupling time tc, is derived to be 112

ns.

After the first shot in 15N enriched N2 comes the second pulse in natural ni-

trogen (denoted as 1?/1). The nitrogen depth profile looks very different from the

exponential function. The surface nitrogen concentration is merely about 2 at.% while

the nitrogen depth exceeds 250 nm. Nevertheless the nitrogen profile of 1?/1 could be

fitted quite well by a Gaussian function: M/
√

πDt exp [−x2/4Dt2], as shown in the

right part of Figure 3-4. The physical meaning of the Gaussian function is same as

the complementary error function, also a solution of the diffusion equation 3.9 with

the boundary condition of constant nitrogen content M. From the Gaussian fitting, a

nitrogen diffusion time t2 = 239 ns is derived for 1?/1. When a third pulse in natural

nitrogen adds on (denoted as 1?/2), another Gaussian function with the diffusion

time t3 = 480 ns still fits the nitrogen profile. If the surface ablation and nitrogen

degassing are neglected, the difference between t2 and t3 is equal to the melting time

of surface iron tm [89]. Thus from the Gaussian fitting of 1?/1 and 1?/2, tm is deter-

mined to be around 241 ns (also comparable to the simulated melting time of 293

ns), about 129 ns longer than tc. This suggests that the nitriding process does not

start simultaneously as the surface melting, but after a certain time delay of tm − tc,

the nitrogen gas has the chance to contact the surface molten layer.

In principal, if the nitrogen depth profile evolutions during the initial several

pulses are well characterized, the nitrogen depth profile generated after an arbitrary

number of pulses can be predicted. For example, two pulse irradiation in 15N en-

riched environment 2? is equivalent to the superposition of 1? and 1?/1. Three pulse
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irradiation in 15N enriched environment 3? is equivalent to 1? + 1?/1 + 1?/2. The

predicted nitrogen depth profiles are plotted at the right side of Figure 3-4. There

are some mismatches particularly in the surface layer within 100 nm, perhaps due to

the improved surface absorption of the incident laser. The rough surface or the fall

out produced by previous laser irradiation would produce more absorption centers for

the incident laser light.

In summary, with isotopic nitriding experiments, some fundamental parameters

characterizing the nitriding process are extracted. If a one dimensional thermal diffu-

sion model with simplified boundary conditions is supposed, the physical correspon-

dences of these parameters, such as the effective laser-metal coupling time tc and the

surface melting time tm can be derived.

Technological applications usually need multipulse irradiation to achieve a deeper

nitriding depth and higher nitrogen content. The nitrogen depth profiles in iron

and stainless steel after 64 excimer laser pulse irradiation are illustrated in Figure

3-5. Compared to single pulse laser irradiation, the nitrogen profiles are smoother,

especially in the high pressure region. This is probably due to the annealing effect

introduced by the subsequent pulses. The overall nitrogen take up and nitriding depth

increase rapidly in the low pressure region below 2 bar. When the nitrogen pressure

exceeds 3 bar, there are no considerable improvements of the nitriding efficiency,

demonstrating the similar pressure dependence as the single pulse experiments. Since

nitrogen has a higher diffusion coefficient in b.c.c. iron than in f.c.c. iron austenite,

laser nitriding of iron sample (Fe) maintains much higher nitrogen content compared

to stainless steel (SS) under the same nitriding conditions.

3.2.2 Phase analysis

The previous sections focus on the nitrogen depth profile at different nitrogen pres-

sures, however, after the ultra fast cooling and heating process, the phase composi-

tions of laser nitrided iron and stainless steel are more important for real applications.
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Figure 3-5: Nitrogen depth profiles of laser nitrided iron and stainless steel at different
nitrogen pressures from 0.2 bar to 10 bar.

In this section, the near surface phases are analyzed by a combination of GIXRD and

CEMS.

Stainless steel is an alloy composed of Cr, Ni and Mo, since CEMS is not sensitive

to other metal nitride phases, such as CrNx, NiNx. GIXRD at a fixed incidence angle

of 5◦ is utilized to detect all of the possible crystalline metal nitride phases.

The GIXRD spectra of laser nitrided stainless steel in Figure 3-6a reveal that in

addition to the original austenite phase γ - Fe(CrNiMo) of stainless steel, the only

new diffraction peaks correspond to γ-Fe(N). The amounts of other metal nitride

phases are too small to be detected.

The diffraction spectrum of laser nitrided stainless steel is decomposed into two
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subspectra [31], as illustrated in Figure 3-6b. The predominant contribution comes

from the iron nitride austenite with larger lattice constant, the other one corre-

sponds to the virgin stainless steel. For example, the <220> diffraction peak is

fitted with the superposition of two Gaussian functions, corresponding to γ-Fe(N)

and γ - Fe(CrNiMo), respectively. Their phase ratios are approximated by the area

ratios of the Gaussian functions. In laser nitrided stainless steel, γ-Fe(N) has a similar

fcc structure as virgin stainless steel except for the different lattice constant, which

is stretched by the interstitial nitrogen atoms. The relationship between the nitrogen

concentration CN and the lattice constant a is described by [82]:

a = 3.595Å + 0.78Å · CN (3.13)

Figure 3-6: (a) GIXRD spectra of laser nitrided stainless steel at different nitro-
gen pressures. (b) Diffraction spectrum as the superposition of two subspectra with
different lattice constants.
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The Bragg diffraction rule for a fcc lattice is:

sinθ =
λ

2a

√
n2 + l2 + k2 (3.14)

where n, l, k are the Miller indices and λ the wavelength of the Cu Kα radia-

tion utilized in our GIXRD measurement. The lattice constant of laser produced

iron nitrides is derived from the positions of the diffraction peaks and the nitrogen

concentration was determined from equation 3.13.

Figure 3-7: CEMS spectra of (a) virgin stainless steel, (b) stainless steel nitrided at
0.5 bar, (c) at 1 bar and (d) at 4.5 bar.

The CEMS spectra of stainless steel nitrided by the excimer laser (H = 4J/cm2) are

presented in Figure 3-7. The whole sample surface is irradiated with 8×8 meandering
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scan. The CEMS spectrum of virgin stainless steel is shown in Figure 3-7a. As there is

no local magnetic hyperfine field at the 57Fe probe site, one expects a γ - Fe single line

(S1). However, it is impossible to fit the CEMS spectra of stainless steel simply with

S1, an additional γ - Fe(CrNiMo) doublet (D0) with small quadrupole splitting (QS)

of 0.19(3) mm/s with the same isomer shift as S1 is adopted [32, 33]. D0 is ascribed

to substitutional atoms such as Cr, Ni or Mo occupying the Fe site, which violate the

electric field symmetry [100]. A more detailed discussion of the Mössbauer analysis of

iron nitride can be found in some recent publications [96, 97, 98, 99]. After the laser

nitriding, the stainless steel spectrum in Figure 3-7 is fitted by the superposition

of one single line and three doublets. S1 and D0 with smallest QS (dotted line)

correspond to virgin stainless steel. The two additional doublets (D1 and D2, plotted

with solid line) are ascribed to the laser produced γ - Fe(N). The hyperfine parameters

agree well with the previous study of Schaaf [25, 83], where the hyperfine parameters

are calculated with a point charge model. The QS of D1 and D2 are 0.40(1) mm/s

and 0.65(1) mm/s, respectively, corresponding to two different atomic configurations:

with one (D1) or two (D2) nearest neighboring nitrogen atoms near the 57Fe atom

site.

As the nitrogen pressure increases, the area fractions of D1 and D2 increase sys-

tematically, while the contribution from virgin stainless steel is reduced. It seems that

the area fraction of iron nitride austenite is correlated to the abundance of interstitial

nitrogen atoms. For each 57Fe probe atom, there are six possible nearest neighboring

sites for the interstitial nitrogen atoms. If the nitrogen atoms are assumed to be ran-

domly distributed in the FeNχ austenite, the occupation probability of the nitrogen

atoms around 57Fe is determined by a binominal distribution [25]:

P n
6 =

 6

n

 χn(1− χ)6−n (3.15)

where n is the number of nearest neighboring nitrogen atoms around 57Fe atom.
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P n
6 is the corresponding occupation probability.

Since both virgin stainless steel and laser produced iron austenite contribute to

S1 and D0, CEMS can not distinguish them. However, due to the different lattice

constant, GIXRD is able to determine their phase ratios from the area fractions of

the corresponding subspectra. From the area fraction of D1, after subtracting the

contribution of virgin stainless steel to S1 and D0, we get P 1
6 , and then according to

equation 3.15, the nitrogen concentration.

The comparison between the mean nitrogen concentration deduced from RNRA

and CEMS at different nitrogen pressures is plotted in Figure 3-8. The nitrogen

concentration derived from CEMS nicely agrees to the RNRA measurements (mean

nitrogen concentration in the CEMS sensing depth of 150 nm) and is also correlated to

the GIXRD results except for the high pressure region. Since the affinity to nitrogen

is much higher for Cr than for Fe, the high nitriding pressure maybe leads to the

formation of chromium nitrides (CrN, Cr2N), which are invisible in 57Fe CEMS. For

GIXRD, it should be mentioned that the sampling range of GIXRD with 5◦ incidence

angle is about 750 nm, much deeper than RNRA sampling depth, so the mean nitrogen

concentration derived from GIXRD is less than the results from the RNRA or CEMS

measurement.

Similar to stainless steel, phase analysis of laser nitrided iron is conducted by

CEMS and GIXRD. GIXRD spectra of laser nitrided iron at 5◦ incidence angle are

plotted in Figure 3-9. The samples were irradiated by 8*8 meandering treatment,

with a energy density of 4J/cm2. Virgin iron is in the pure α - Fe phase. After the laser

treatment, the predominant iron nitride phases is γ - Fe(N) with the mean nitrogen

concentration around 10 at.%. As the nitrogen pressure increases, the diffraction

peaks from γ - Fe(N) phase become more prominent. When the pressure exceeds

2 bar, there is new diffraction signal from ε - Fe2+xN corresponding to a nitrogen

concentration of more than 10 at.%. The linewidths of the diffraction peaks of ε -

Fe2+xN and γ - Fe(N) phase are much broader than those of the α - Fe phase. It
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Figure 3-8: Comparison of the mean nitrogen concentrations in stainless steel deduced
from CEMS, GIXRD and RNRA measurements, respectively.

means that the main grain size of ε - Fe2+xN or γ - Fe(N) is smaller than the virgin

iron due to the fast cooling induced by the high power laser.

CEMS spectra of laser nitrided iron are presented in Figure 3-10a. The hyper-

fine parameters of the iron nitride phases are adopted from the work of Schaaf and

Kopcewicz [25, 93, 94]. Phase ratios of the iron nitrides and virgin α - Fe are plotted

in Figure 3-10b as the function of nitrogen pressure. At low nitrogen pressure, the

predominant phase is γ - Fe(N). As the pressure exceeds 2 bar, a significant change

emerges due to the formation of ε - Fe2+xN, the main nitride phases consist of ε, α

and α′. At high pressure, the phase ratio of ε - Fe2+xN reaches nearly 40%, much

higher than the GIXRD results. This significant difference suggests that ε - Fe2+xN

phase is mainly distributed in the surface within the CEMS sensing depth of 150 nm.

Most important, as demonstrated in the phased ratio variations at different nitrogen
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Figure 3-9: GIXRD spectra of laser nitrided iron at different nitrogen pressures.

pressures, the nitriding efficiency shows a rapid increment below 2 bar and a flat

plateaus at high pressure region.

3.2.3 Surface morphology

After the laser treatment, there are remarkable change of the surface morphology,

as shown in Figure 3-11. It is interesting to investigate the surface profile after the

laser irradiation, since the surface material redistribution is determined mainly by

the surface plasma pressure and the plasma-metal coupling time. It provides another

possibility to probe the laser nitriding process.

Because the stainless steel samples are prepared with less surface roughness, the

investigation of the surface morphology is focused on stainless steel. Surface profiles

of stainless steel nitrided at different nitrogen pressure are illustrated in Figure 3-11.

It is found that during laser nitriding, the molten surface materials are redistributed,

some are evaporated or ablated, some are pushed to the laser border by the gradient
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Figure 3-10: (a) CEMS spectra of laser nitrided iron at the nitrogen pressure of 4.5
bar and 0.5 bar, respectively. (b) Phase composition deduced from CEMS spectra.

of plasma pressure and recoil pressure of surface evaporation, thus a crater is formed,

known as piston effect. A schematic drawing of the piston effect is illustrated in Fig-

ure 3-12. After integration of the depth of laser crater with the lateral length, two

characteristic quantities V+/V− are extracted corresponding to the integral ranges

outside/inside the laser spot border, as illustrated in Figure 3-11. Physically, V+ is

ascribed only to piston effect (also denoted as Vpist). The removed surface material

inside the laser spot V− is due to both surface evaporation and piston effect. Sub-

traction of V+ from V− leads to Vv, corresponding to the net amount of evaporated

materials if the fall out from the laser plume is neglected.

The velocity of piston movement upist is determined by pplasma and pr:

upist =

√
2(a + b)Kl In(Tb/Tm)

a · b

(
2(pplasma + pr)

ρl

) 1
4

(3.16)

where Tb/Tm is the boiling/melting temperature of iron, ρl is the molten metal
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Figure 3-11: Surface profiles of stainless steel after excimer laser irradiation (64 pulses)
at different nitrogen pressures.

density, Kl is the thermal conductivity of molten iron and a, b describe the dimensions

of the laser pulse. With typical H = 4 J/cm2 excimer laser irradiation, pplasma and

pr are estimated to be 480 bar and 290 bar, respectively [1].

The amount of removed molten material due to piston effect corresponds to the

integration of piston movement velocity upist with the plasma-metal coupling time tc

Vpist ∝
∫ tc

0
upistdt (3.17)

During the nitriding process, the evaporation rate of metal (∂xev/∂t) is determined
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Figure 3-12: Schematic illustration of the piston effect induced by the plasma pressure
pplasma and the recoil pressure of surface evaporation pr [102].

by the molten metal temperature Tl [102]:

∂xev(t)

∂t
=

pv(Tl)

ρl

√
2π kB

ma
Tl

(3.18)

where xev is the evaporation depth, pv is the vapor pressure. ma denotes the

atomic mass. Similar to Vpist, Vv is proportional to the integration of the evaporation

rate with time duration of evaporation (tv):

Vv ∝
∫ tv

0

∂xev(t)

∂t
dt (3.19)

The nitrogen gas pressure dependence of Vpist and Vv is illustrated in Figure 3-

13. Vv reaches maximum at 0.2 bar, where Vv is 6 times larger than Vpist. In low

pressure region below 2 bar, as pressure increases, the rapid drop of Vv is ascribed

to the increased absorption of incident laser at the plasma front, which reduces the

surface temperature of metal and evaporation rate. The pressure dependence of Vv is

more complicated when the pressure is above 2 bar. Although the evaporation rate is

reduced, part of the energy absorbed by the plasma would be returned to the metal
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Figure 3-13: Material redistribution deduced from the surface profiles after laser
treatment. The curves are plotted to guide the eye.

surface via re-emitted irradiation from the plasma, which could eventually increases

the time duration of evaporation.

As shown in Figure 3-13, the pressure dependence of Vpist looks more straight-

forward: Vpist increases rapidly below 2 bar, remains nearly constant between 3 and

8 bar, and even drops a little around 10 bar. Clearly there is a strong correlation

between Vpist and laser nitriding efficiency. Since surface profile measurement is much

fast compared to RNRA or CEMS, it maybe can be used for on-line monitoring of

the nitriding efficiency.

In summary, from the comparison between Vpist and Vv, the investigation of surface

profiles of stainless steel clearly indicates the reduced laser ablation with increasing
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nitrogen pressure, which is related to the transition from low nitriding efficiency to

high nitriding efficiency. It suggests that the energy distribution between evaporation

(denoted as EV ) and melting (denoted as EM) is critical for the optimal laser nitriding,

if EV is too high, as at low ambient pressures below 0.6 bar, more energy is dissipated

by the surface ablation or evaporation. As nitrogen pressure increases, EM is increased

due to the absorption and re-emitted irradiation of the laser plume, which effectively

enhances the laser-metal energy coupling and improves the laser nitriding efficiency.

3.3 Discussion of laser plume dynamics

With RNRA, CEMS and GIXRD, the nitrogen concentration profiles and the sur-

face phase compositions were derived. In the following section, the laser nitriding

mechanisms and the laser plasma dynamics in the laser-plasma-metal system will be

discussed and compared with the experimental results. Due to the complexity of the

laser nitriding process, most attentions are focused on a qualitative approach instead

of an exact quantitative calculations.

During the high power pulsed laser irradiation, once the laser plume is ignited,

since it absorbs the incident photons, the laser-metal system now becomes a laser-

plume-metal three body system. The plume dynamics plays a central role in this

system because it not only determines the energy transfer to the irradiated metals

but also provides the source for the nitrogen take up. There are several models

describing the dynamics of laser plumes, which are briefly discussed as follows.

In 1990, Singh and Narayan developed an ideal gas approximation [111] to simulate

the laser plume propagation. The dynamics of a laser generated plasma is classified

into two stages: (1) isothermal expansion during the laser pulse duration τ . (2)

adiabatic expansion into the vacuum after the laser irradiation. In the first stage, the
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pressure p at any position (x,y,z) in the plasma is determined by:

p(x, y, z, t) =
NT tkBT0√
2π

3
2 τV (t)

× exp

[
− x2

2X(t)2
− y2

2Y (t)2
− z2

2Z(t)2

]
, t < τ (3.20)

where T0 is the isothermal temperature of the plasma and NT is the total number

of evaporated particles at the end of laser pulse (t= τ). X(t), Y(t), Z(t) describe the

dimensions of the expanding plasma whose volume is defined by V(t)=X(t)Y(t)Z(t).

The ideal gas equation (p=nkBT0) is supposed to be satisfied.

After the laser irradiation, the relationship between the volume and the temper-

ature of the plasma is described by the adiabatic expansion

TV (t)γ−1 = const. (3.21)

where γ is the ratio of the specific heat capacities of the laser plume.

The pressure inside the plume is given by

p(x, y, z, t) =
NT kBT0√
2π

3
2 V (t)

× exp

[
− x2

2X(t)2
− y2

2Y (t)2
− z2

2Z(t)2

]
, t > τ (3.22)

Singh’s model well describes the plasma dynamics of low pressure pulsed laser

ablation or PLD, however, in high pressure ambient gas environment, this model be-

comes invalid since now the laser plasma is too far away from ideal gas approximation.

Based on the most general rules of mass, energy and momentum conservation

in the laser-plasma-metal system, Arnold developed a fully analytical approach to

describe the laser plume propagation [112] with shock wave (SW) developed at

the laser plume/ambient gas interface. Although his model can be applied for both

low and high ambient gas pressure, it describes only the plume expansion after the

extinction of the laser pulse, without including the period of the laser irradiation.

Raizer and Pirri [105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110] proposed a laser supported ab-

sorption wave to model the laser-plasma-metal interactions during the pulsed laser
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irradiation. The laser absorption wave is classified into two regimes: Laser Supported

Combustion (LSC) wave and Laser Supported Detonation (LSD) wave, depending on

the incident laser intensity I0. To illustrate the difference between these regimes, three

threshold laser intensities are defined, namely: IV (evaporation threshold), IC (LSC

wave threshold) and ID (LSD wave threshold). When IV < I0 < IC , the incident laser

induces surface evaporation and a laser plume, but the laser plasma is of low density

and high transparency. If IC < I0 < ID, the plume starts to be ionized and part of

the laser energy is absorbed and converted into the internal energy of the plasma.

Due to the presence of the target surface, the laser absorption wave propagates sub-

sonically towards the direction of laser beam and is preceded by a shock wave. After

partial absorption, the laser beam can still penetrate the plasma to reach the material

surface. When ID < I0, essentially all of the incident laser energy is absorbed in the

high density plasma front, strong heating of the plasma yields a supersonic expansion

of the laser absorption wave, named LSD wave. It actually decouples the incident

laser beam from the metal surface, which is unattractive for the efficient laser-metal

thermal coupling.

For the XeCl excimer laser, IC ≈ 107 W/cm2, and ID ≈ 108 W/cm2 [116]. The

laser intensity of our 4J/cm2 XeCl excimer is high enough to produce the LSC wave,

but still below the threshold of LSD wave. Therefore, in the following discussion, the

LSC wave model is adopted to describe the dynamics of the laser plume during the

laser irradiation.

The spatial geometry of the LSC wave during the excimer laser nitriding process

is illustrated schematically in Figure 3-14, where the LSC wave is treated as a dis-

continuity and a homogeneous plasma is assumed. p, ρ and h describe the pressure,

density and enthalpy of shocked nitrogen or plasma depending on the subscript shock

or plasma. ρ0 denotes the density of the ambient nitrogen gas, which is proportional

to the nitrogen pressure p0. The propagation velocities of LSC and shock wave are

denoted as VW and ushock, respectively.
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Figure 3-14: Schematic diagram of laser supported combustion wave.

In the coordinate system attached to the LSC wave, the conservation of energy in

the volume between the LSC wave and metal surface requires:

ρplasmaVW (hplasma+
V 2

W

2
) = ρshock (VW−ushock)

(
hshock +

(VW − ushock)
2

2

)
+Ia (3.23)

where Ia is the absorbed laser intensity by LSC wave.

Conservation of mass and momentum across the LSC wave leads to:

ρplasma VW = ρshock (VW − ushock) (3.24)

and

pplasma + ρplasma V 2
W = pshock + ρshock (VW − ushock)

2 (3.25)
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In the laser plasma the relationship among pressure, density and enthalpy is de-

scribed by

pplasma =
γ − 1

γ
ρplasma hplasma (3.26)

In the high ambient pressure nitrogen gas, across the shock wave, strong shock

wave relations yield

pshock =
γs + 1

2
ρ∞u2

shock (3.27)

and

ρshock =
γs + 1

γs − 1
ρ0 (3.28)

where γs and γ are the adiabatic exponents for the shocked nitrogen and laser

plasma respectively.

From the upper equations, the pressure of plasma pplasma and velocity of the LSC

wave VW in terms of the absorbed laser intensity are derived:

pplasma =

[
1− 2W

γs − 1

] [
γs + 1

2

] 1
3

[
(γ − 1)(γs − 1)

(γ + W )(γs − 1− 2W )

] 2
3

ρ
1
3
0 I

2
3
a (3.29)

and

VW = (W + 1)

[
(γ − 1)(γs − 1)

(γs + 1)(γ + W )(γs − 1− 2W )
· Ia

ρ0

] 2
3

(3.30)

where W is a nondimensionalized particle velocity that can be approximated by

W = 0.009 · I2/3
a for Ia in MW/cm2.

After a brief introduction to the theoretical models of the laser plume dynamics,

here the previous experimental findings will be interpreted qualitatively. The first

focus is the plasma pressure pplasma, since it strongly influences the solubility of nitro-

gen SN in molten iron, which is the most important factor influencing the nitrogen
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take up. Though the laser plasma consists of both diatomic nitrogen molecules and

monoatomic neutral or ionized nitrogen, it is supposed that the relationship between

pplasma and SN still follows the Sieverts law [91, 118]

SN ∝ √
pplasma (3.31)

During the laser irradiation, the laser plume dynamics is described by the LSC

wave model, simplification of equation 3.29 leads to pplasma ∝ ρ
1
3
0 , when t< τ .

After extinction of the pulsed laser irradiation, since the lateral dimension of the

laser produced plasma is much bigger than the vertical dimension (the direction of

the incident laser), a one dimensional approximation of the laser plume propagation

is adopted. The conservation of the laser plume momentum leads to [112]

pplasma − pshock ∝
d

dt

(
ρ0R

dR

dt

)
(3.32)

where R describes the vertical dimension of the laser plasma, the pressure of the

shocked nitrogen gas at the shock wave front is given by [114, 113]

pshock =
γs + 1

2
ρ0u

2
shock ∝ ρ0

(
dR

dt

)2

(3.33)

thus equation 3.32 can be rewritten as

pplasma ∝ kρ0(
dR

dt
)2 + ρ0R

d2R

dt2
(3.34)

where k is a constant. According to a planar shock wave model [120, 121] the

time dependent R(t) is approximated by:

R(t) ∝
(

Ea

ρ0

) 1
3

t
2
3 (3.35)

where Ea is the absorbed laser energy by the laser plasma.
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from the upper equations, it can be deduced that

pplasma ∝ kρ0

(
dR

dt

)2

+ ρ0R
d2R

dt2
∝ ρ

1/3
0 t−

2
3 , t > τ (3.36)

It is nice to find that during and after the pulsed laser irradiation, the nitrogen

pressure dependence of pplasma shares the same law: pplasma ∝ ρ
1/3
0 . Combined

with equation 3.31, the nitrogen solubility SN is estimated to be SN ∝ ρ
1
6
0 ∝ p

1
6
0

. If we assume that the long range coefficient CL(0) in the nitrogen depth profiles

is proportional to SN , the nitrogen pressure dependence of CL(0) in Figure 3-3 is

qualitatively well interpreted based on the LSC wave model.

Figure 3-15: Schematic drawing of the spatial structure of laser plume.

From the previous analysis of nitrogen profile evolution in the isotopic multipulse

experiments, a discrepancy between the plasma-metal coupling time tc and the melt-

ing time of iron tm is found. The next aim is to give a reasonable explanation based

on the laser plume dynamics.

The spatial and temporal structures [115, 116] of the laser produced plume are

schematically illustrated in Figure 3-15 and Figure 3-16, respectively.

As illustrated in Figure 3-15, at a laser intensity greater than the LSC wave

threshold, a LSC wave in the metal vapor is ignited. Because of the presence of
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Figure 3-16: Schematic drawing of the plasma pressure as a function of time.

the target surface, a precursor shock wave precedes the LSC wave. The nitrogen

atoms in front of the metal vapor are partially ionized due to the electron heating

(inverse bremsstrahlung absorption) and the shock wave heating, a significant fraction

of the incident photons are absorbed in the ionization front of the laser plume, which

supports the propagation of the LSC wave into the nitrogen gas along the laser beam

path. The pressure gradient behind the LSC wave induces a reversed gas flow or and

a rarefraction fan moves toward the target from the vertical and lateral direction(as

indicated by the arrows in Figure 3-15). The gas flow is critical for the laser nitriding

process, since before the rarefraction fan reaches the target surface, the ambient

nitrogen atoms are actually screened from the metal surface due to the metal vapor

expansion. Therefore, laser nitriding does not start simultaneously with the ignition

of the laser plume, only after a certain time delay, when the rarefraction fan touches

the metal surface, the ionized or neutral nitrogen atoms starts diffusing into the

molten iron.

The time evolution of the laser plume is characterized by two relaxation times:

τ2D and τz. At the radial relaxation time τ2D, the leading edge of the rarefraction fan
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from the spot border reaches the laser spot center. τ2D is given by

τ2D = r/VS (3.37)

where r is the laser spot radius and VS is the sound speed in the laser plume,

which is determined by:

VS =

√
pplasma

ρplasma

=

(
γpplasma

ρ0

)[
W + 1

W

γs − 1

γs + 1

] 1
2

∝ ρ
− 1

3
0 (3.38)

Similarly, τZ is the time interval at which the rarefraction fan reaches the target

surface in the vertical direction, it is determined by the sound speed VS and the LSC

wave propagation speed VW in the laser plasma:

τZ = τ + τ ∗ VW

VS

(3.39)

where τ is the pulse duration of the laser. Combining equation 3.30 with equation

3.38, the ambient nitrogen pressure dependence of τ2D is derived to be: τ2D ∝ ρ
1
3
0 . τZ

is independent of ρ0.

Under the typical laser nitriding conditions (4J/cm2, p0 = 1 bar, γ = 1.2 and γs

= 1.4 ), τ2D and τZ are estimated to be 265 ns and 113 ns [1], respectively. The

difference between tc and tm deduced from the previous fitting of the nitrogen profile

is 129 ns, quite close to τZ . Furthermore, the sum of tc (112 ns) and τZ (113 ns) is

still less than τ2D (265 ns), which means that the nitriding process is limited before

the two dimensional effect dominates. So it is reasonable to model the laser plume

dynamics with the one dimensional planar wave approximation. As illustrated in

Figure 3-16, it is believed that the nitriding process is limited to the first two stages

of laser plume propagation.
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3.4 Summary

Based on the investigation of the nitrogen pressure series, the following conclusions

can be drawn at this stage:

1: From the analysis of the nitrogen depth profiles and surface phase composition

of excimer laser nitrided iron and stainless steel, the influence of the nitrogen pressure

on nitriding efficiency was classified into two regimes: In the low pressure region below

2 bar, total nitrogen take up and nitrogen distribution depth increases rapidly. In the

high pressure regime between 3 bar and 10 bar, the nitriding efficiency remains nearly

constant and even drops around 10 bar. The optimal nitriding window is between 2

bar and 3 bar. The nitrogen and the surface profile variations at different nitrogen

pressures clearly demonstrated the transition from laser ablation to nitrogen diffusion

dominated regime. It is believed that the energy distribution between evaporation

and surface melting is crucial to achieve a good nitriding efficiency.

2: The nitrogen depth profile CN(x) after single pulse irradiation was fitted with

the superposition of two exponential functions CL(x), CS(x), corresponding to the

contributions from the nitrogen diffusion and the plasma fall out. Their coefficients

CL(0), CS(0) and the diffusion length LL, LS were extracted from the fitting. Phys-

ically, these characteristic parameters reflect the solubility of nitrogen in liquid iron

and the plasma-metal effective coupling time tc. With the aid of 15N isotopic multi-

pulse experiments, the evolution of the nitrogen content during the subsequent laser

pulses was successfully traced. By exponential or Gaussian function fitting of the

corresponding nitrogen profile, tc and the melting time of the surface iron tm were

deduced.

3: Based on the LSC model and the conservation of momentum, a qualitative

approach to the laser plume dynamics was conducted. The relationship between the

ambient nitrogen pressure and the plasma pressure was estimated, which agreed quite

well with the experimental findings in the low nitrogen pressure region below 2 bar.

Furthermore, the discrepancy between iron melting time and plasma metal effective
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coupling time was explained by the spatial and temporal structure of the laser plume.

It has been found that only after a certain time delay of about 129 ns, when the plasma

rarefraction fan contacted the iron surface, started the nitriding process.
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Chapter 4

Influence of laser pulse duration on

laser nitriding

4.1 Physics on different time scales

There are three most important processes involved in the early stage of laser ni-

triding of metals: absorption of the incident laser, production of the plasma and

melting of the metal. These processes do not happen at the same time, but in a

time sequence [126, 127, 128, 129]. Laser irradiation and the free carrier absorption

start nearly simultaneously, on a time scale of 10−14 second, the energy equilibrium

among excited free electrons is reached via electron-electron collisions. Then, through

electron-phonon interaction, the excited free electrons dissipate their thermal energy

to the lattice on a time scale of 10−12 second. This energy dissipation process is

schematically illustrated in Figure 4-1. After a time interval of hundreds of picosec-

onds, the thermal energy transfered from the excited electrons to the lattice leads

to surface melting and evaporation and the formation of a laser plume. When the

laser pulse duration decreases from ns to ps, or fs, a remarkable change of the time

sequence of laser-metal-plasma interactions will be expected, which forms the main

motivation to investigate the influence of laser pulse duration on laser nitriding.
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Figure 4-1: Schematic drawing of the photon energy dissipation mechanisms on dif-
ferent time scales [102].

The laser-plasma-metal interactions are schematically illustrated in Figure 4-2.

For XeCl excimer laser, its 55 ns pulse duration is relatively long compared to the

time scale of surface melting or laser plasma formation. A considerable amount of

the laser energy is absorbed by the plasma, which reduces the direct laser irradiation

at the metal surface. However, after the incident laser pulse has terminated, laser

plasma will transfers part of its energy to metal by blackbody-like irradiation, which

may eventually increases the thermal coupling between the laser and the nitrided

metal. When the laser pulse duration drops to ps or fs, the most important difference

compared to ns laser is that the laser-metal interaction is separated in time from the

evaporation of metals. The laser plasma is produced after the laser pulse, once the

laser plasma is formed, there will be no power supply from the incident laser, the

laser enhanced thermal coupling doesn’t work now. Particularly for fs Ti:sapphire

laser, since the laser pulse length becomes shorter than the time needed to couple the

excited electronic energy to the lattice, i.e., a few picoseconds, during the laser irradi-

ation, thermal diffusion is insignificant, lattice atom desorption induced by electronic
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transition or nonequilibrium electron heating becomes prominent [23, 129]. One inter-

esting consequence is that the laser plume (after several ps) is produced even before

the surface melting (after some hundred ps).

Figure 4-2: Schematic drawing of the laser-plasma-metal system under the irradia-
tions of different pulsed lasers.

Due to the fundamental differences in the laser-plasma-metal system according to

the pulse duration and laser intensity, it is expected that the pulsed laser series will

lead to a better understanding of the laser nitriding mechanism and also the crucial

role of laser plasma.

4.2 Description of pulsed laser types

In our investigations, a ns XeCl excimer and Nd-YAG laser, a ps free electron laser

(FEL) and a fs ultra fast Ti:sapphire laser were utilized. A brief introduction to these

pulsed lasers is presented as follows.

a) In the development of laser technology, excimer lasers operating in the ultra-

violet may be considered as the third generation of industrial lasers. The short wave-

length or high photon energy of excimer lasers led to a wide range of new applications.

The lasing mechanism of the excimer laser is illustrated in Figure 4-3.
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Figure 4-3: Energy levels and lasing mechanism of a XeCl excimer laser.

Excimer stands for excited dimer, a diatomic molecule consisting of an inert

gas atom and a halide atom, which are bound in excited states only. These di-

atomic molecules have very short lifetimes and dissociate releasing the excition energy

through UV photons.

The various gas combinations, when electrically excited, produce a pseudo molecule

(called a ”dimer”) with an energy level configuration that causes the generation of a

specific UV laser wavelength emission as given in Table IV-1.

Table IV-1. List of different types of excimer lasers
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Laser Media Wavelength

Argon Fluoride 193 nm

Krypton Chloride 222 nm

Krypton Fluoride 248 nm

Xenon Chloride 308 nm

Xenon Fluoride 351 nm

Systems operating at average powers of 50-100 W are commercially available. A

typical excimer operates in a pulsed mode of 30-40 ns pulses at a repetition rate up

to 50 Hz with pulse energies of 1-2 J/pulse.

Until fairly recently, excimer lasers were more commonly found in the research

laboratory where they are used either as a specific UV source or, in many cases, to

serve as a ”pumping” or exciting source to generate visible laser emissions. In the

latter case, the excimer’s UV output is directed into a tunable dye laser or Raman

shifter module and converted into a modestly high power visible frequency emission.

Excimer lasers are now making the transition from the lab to the production area

for a few unique uses in industry or in the operating room for exploratory surgical

applications

The excimer laser in our experiment is Siemens XP2020 XeCl excimer laser, the

wavelength λ is 308 nm with the pulse duration of 55 ns (FWHM) and a maximum

pulse energy of 4 J. The size of the homogenized excimer laser is 5 mm × 5 mm.

b) Solid state lasers have grown immensely in brightness since the operation of

the first ruby laser and promise to do so again with the advent of diode lasers as

a new pumping source. Diode lasers transfer the energy to the solid material much

more efficiently than flashlamps allowing much higher average loading levels. Added

advantages are the stability, reliability, and increased lifetime.

The gain medium in a solid-state laser is an impurity center in a crystal or glass.
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Solid-state lasers made from semiconductors are described below. The first laser was

a ruby crystal (Cr3+ in Al2O3) that lased at 694 nm when pumped by a flashlamp.

The most commonly used solid-state laser is one with Nd3+ in a Y3Al5O8 (YAG) or

YLiF4(YLF) crystal or in a glass. These Nd3+ lasers operate either pulsed or cw and

lase at approximately 1064 nm. The high energy of pulsed Nd3+:YAG lasers allow

efficient frequency doubling (532 nm), tripling (355 nm), or quadrupling (266 nm),

and the 532 nm and 355 nm beams are commonly used to pump tunable dye lasers.

The Nd:YAG laser is optically pumped either by tungsten or krypton pump lamps

and is capable of CW outputs approaching 1000 W at the 1.06 µm wavelength. The

ends of the crystal, which is usually in the form of a rod, are lapped, polished, and

may be coated to provide the cavity mirrors.

Although solid-state lasers offer some unique advantages over gas lasers, crystals

are not ideal cavities or perfect laser media. Real crystals contain refractive index

variations that distort the wavefront and mode structure of the laser. High power

operation causes thermal expansion of the crystal that alters the effective cavity

dimensions and thus changes the modes. The laser crystals are cooled by air or a

liquid, particularly at high repetition rates.

In our investigations, the Nd-YAG laser was operated in BIAS Bremen, with the

wavelength of 1.06 µm, pulse duration of 8 ns and the energy density of 2.34 J/cm2,

the pulse repetition rate was 10 Hz.

c) In its most common implementation, a Free-Electron Laser (FEL) feeds a beam

of (high energy) electrons from a particle accelerator through a line of alternating

magnets called an undulator or wiggler. The magnetic field causes the electrons to

wiggle when they travel through the undulator and the electrons will emit radiation

as their velocity changes [130]. Most particle accelerators deliver a train of electron

pulses.

The interaction of the electrons with the combined magnetic and radiation field
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results in a periodic force on the electrons. As a result a velocity spread is induced

on the electrons in the electron beam. After the electrons have propagated a certain

distance, this velocity modulation is translated into a density modulation on the

electron beam, i.e., bunches are formed approximately a radiation wavelength apart.

Therefore the electron beam is capable of amplifying a radiation field coherently.

Mirrors are used to reflect the radiation back and forth through the undulator. The

cavity length is chosen such that the optical pulse overlaps with a fresh electron

pulse after one round trip at the entrance of the undulator. The efficiency of the

FEL depends on the wavelength generated and can vary from tens of percent at mm

wavelengths to a fraction of a percent in the UV. However since the energy stored

in the electron beam increases as the wavelength decrease, high peak powers can be

produced at all wavelengths. The efficiency of a FEL can be enhanced in two ways,

first a non-uniform undulator can be used to increase the extraction efficiency. Second

the energy stored in the electron beam after the interaction can be recovered, thereby

increasing the overall efficiency of the system.

The wavelength and spectral width are determined by the number and spacing

period of the magnets and the energy of the electrons. Therefore the FEL can be

tuned in principle over a very large wavelength range from m to nm. However this

range is limited in practice by the type of particle accelerator used (which fixes the

energy range covered) and the fact that undulators have a fixed period and only the

strength of the magnetic field can be varied within certain limits. Nevertheless the

tuning range with can be obtained with FELs is in general much larger than those

obtained with conventional lasers. Typical electron beam energies are tens of MeV

and an undulator period of several centimeters. FELs have also been operated in the

UV, visible and radar wavelength regime. In general the undulator period must be

reduced and the electron beam energy increased to obtain shorter wavelengths. The

wavelength tunability, high efficiency and reliability can make the FEL very attractive

for industrial applications.
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Figure 4-4: Time structure of FEL macro- and micropulses in Jefferson Lab.

Nitriding of iron with ultra short pulsed FEL was performed in the Jefferson Lab,

Virgina. The IR Demo FEL driven by the superconducting RF linear accelerator with

recycled electron beams provide the high intensity IR laser (λ = 3.13 µm) with maxi-

mum mean power of 1.7 kW. It was operated in pulsed mode with 250 µs macropulses

consisting of 2 ps micropulses at the repetition rate of 37.4 MHz or 18.7 MHz and

also CW mode. The energy of single micropulse of FEL is 17 µJ. The time structures

of the FEL macro and micro pulses are illustrated in Figure 4-4.

d) The ultra short fs laser is discovered based on the mode-lock technique. Mode-

locked lasers operate as a result of the resonant modes of the optical cavity which can

affect the characteristics of the output beam. When the phases of different frequency

modes are synchronized, i.e., ”locked together,” the different modes will interfere
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with one another to generate a beat. The result is a laser output which is observed

as regularly spaced pulsations. Lasers operating in this mode-locked fashion, usually

produce a train of regularly spaced pulses, each having a duration of 10−15 to 10−12

sec. A mode-locked laser can deliver extremely high peak powers of 1012 W.

Figure 4-5: Chirped laser amplification technique for ultra short fs Ti:sapphire laser.

Ti:Sapphire fs laser we used is located in the Laser Zentrum Hannover (LZH).

With chirped pulse amplifier, whose principal is illustrated in Figure 4-5, the output

150 fs pulse (λ = 780 nm) could reach the single pulse energy of 1 mJ with the

repetition rate of 1 KHz.

In summary, the basic parameters of the short and ultra short pulsed laser utilized

in our investigations are listed in table IV-2 as follows.

Table IV-2. Fundamental parameters of different types of pulsed lasers
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Laser type Ti:sapphire FEL Nd-YAG XeCl

LZH Jefferson Lab. BIAS Bremen Göttingen

Wavelength λ 780 - 850 nm 3.13 µm 1.06 µm 308 nm

Pulse duration τ 120 - 150 fs 2 ps 8 ns 55 ns

Pulse energy E 1 mJ 17 µJ 900 mJ 1 J

Laser intensity (W/cm2) 1.2 × 1013 109 ∼ 1010 2.9 × 108 8 × 107

Repetition rate fp 1 kHz 37 MHz 10 Hz 1 Hz

4.3 Nitriding efficiency comparison

In the following sections, the nitriding efficiencies of different types of pulsed lasers

are discussed base on the nitrogen content and the surface phase compositions. The

nitrided metals under investigation are iron, stainless steel and titanium [30].

4.3.1 Nitrogen depth profile

Figure 4-6 shows the nitrogen concentration profiles of iron samples, which were

treated by the four types of lasers introduced before. The excimer laser nitrided iron

maintains a high nitrogen content: nearly 30 at.% at the surface and 10 at.% in

the depth of 400 nm. In Nd-YAG laser nitrided iron (in N2) the nitrogen content is

slightly lower. It reaches a maximum of 20 at.% at the surface and nearly vanishes in

the depth of 400 nm. In air the nitrogen concentration reaches maximum of 11 at.%

at a depth of 200 nm, then remains nearly constant up to 400 nm. It is due to the

formation of the surface oxide layer. Since oxygen is chemically more active to form

iron oxides in the surface, but has no sulubility in molten iron.

For FEL, there is very little nitriding effects, the maximum nitrogen concentra-

tion is less than 3 at.%. For fs Ti:sapphire laser, the nitriding efficiency is greatly
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Figure 4-6: Nitrogen depth profiles of excimer laser, Nd-YAG laser, FEL and
Ti:sapphire laser nitrided iron samples (p0 = 1 bar). One sample is also treated
by Nd-YAG laser in air.

improved and even comparable to that of Nd-YAG laser or XeCl laser. It is a sur-

prising result since for fs laser, a much short melting time and molten depth of iron

are to be expected compared to ns laser. If the nitrogen take up is simply deter-

mined by the nitrogen diffusion in molten iron, such a high nitriding efficiency is not

understandable.

Since the nitrogen depth profiles in iron nitrided by different types of pulsed lasers,

do not reveal what phases are produced due to ultra fast cooling and non-thermal

effects. In the following section, phase analysis is conducted by the combination of

GIXRD and CEMS measurements.
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4.3.2 Surface phase composition

Figure 4-7: GIXRD spectra of excimer laser (in N2) and Nd-YAG laser (in air) nitrided
iron samples.

The GIXRD spectra of iron taken at 5◦ incidence after irradiations with the four

types of lasers are plotted in Figure 4-7 and Figure 4-8. In excimer laser nitrided

iron, the dominant nitride phase is γ - Fe(N). In the GIXRD spectrum of Nd-YAG

laser nitrided iron in air, there are many diffraction peaks of iron oxides, such as FeO,

Fe2O3 and Fe3O4, the signal from iron nitrides is quite weak probably because most

of them are buried below the surface iron oxides.

In Figure 4-8, it is interesting to find that for both FEL and Ti:sapphire laser
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Figure 4-8: GIXRD spectra of FEL and Ti:sapphire laser nitrided iron samples.

nitrided iron, the diffraction patterns look exactly like the virgin α - Fe. For FEL

nitrided iron, this is to be expected since RNRA has revealed a very low nitrogen

contents (see Figure 4-6). However, for Ti:sapphire laser nitrided iron, this seems to

be in conflict with the mean nitrogen concentration of nearly 17 at.% as deduced from

RNRA. The missing nitrogen content suggests that the iron nitride produced by fs

laser may not have the normal polycrystalline phases. 57Fe CEMS was also utilized to

characterize the iron nitride phases within the sensing depth of about 150 nm. One of

its advantages is its sensitivity to amorphous phases which is invisible in the GIXRD

measurement [136]. As shown in Figure 4-9, CEMS spectrum of excimer laser nitrided
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Figure 4-9: CEMS spectra of excimer laser (in N2) and Nd-YAG laser (in air) nitrided
iron samples.

iron agrees with the previous RNRA and GIXRD measurements. The main iron

nitride phase are γ - Fe(N) phase, ε - Fe2+xN phase and α
′
- Fe(N) phase (martensite).

However, the area ratio of ε phase in the CEMS spectrum is much higher than in the

GIXRD spectrum. It means that the ε phase is distributed mainly in the very surface,

rather than in deeper depths where the γ - Fe(N) dominates. For iron irradiated with

Nd-YAG laser in air, the complicated CEMS spectrum is fitted with the superposition

of α-Fe, γ-Fe(N), FeO and Fe3O4 iron oxides phase. The area ratio of the iron oxides

exceed 40%. The only nitride phase presenting in the CEMS sensing depth is γ -
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Figure 4-10: CEMS spectra of FEL and Ti:sapphire laser nitrided iron samples.

Fe(N).

Figure 4-10 shows the CEMS spectra of iron irradiated by ultra short FEL and

Ti:sapphire laser. There are no new phases except for the original α - Fe in FEL

nitrided iron, which agrees with the previous RNRA and GIXRD results. Though

the laser intensity of the FEL is much higher than that of the Nd-YAG or excimer

laser, both the high reflectivity of iron for 3.13 µm IR FEL and the ultra short pulse

duration of 2 ps probably hinder an efficient nitriding. When the laser duration drops

to fs, RNRA revealed a considerable nitrogen take up, but the iron nitride phase is

completely invisible in GIXRD spectrum. Hopefully, CEMS could illuminate such a
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paradox. The lower part of Figure 4-10 plots the CEMS spectrum of Ti:Sapphire

laser nitrided iron. Two single lines (S1: IS=0.08(2) mm/s and S2: IS=0.48(3) mm/s)

and a doublet (D: IS=0.34(2) mm/s, QS=0.78(4) mm/s) in addition to the virgin α

iron sextet are adopted to fit the CEMS spectrum. The hyperfine parameters of

the paramagnetic phase agree well with those of the γ
′
/γ

′′
- FeN phases prepared by

reactive magnetron sputtering [131]. Since the area fraction of the paramagnetic phase

counts only 21(3)%, in order to be consistent with the mean nitrogen concentration

of about 16.5(7) at.% in the first 150 nm deduced from the RNRA measurement,

this phase should contain 48(7) at.% nitrogen, corresponding to the stoichiometry of

FeN0.94(8), very close to the supposed γ
′
/γ

′′
- FeN phase. The new FeN phase has

an amorphours or nanocrystalline structure which most probably corresponds to the

nitride fall out from the re-condensing plasma. Maybe, some FeN or FeN2 molecules

are directly formed in the plasma, then the subsequent fast cooling and clustering

yields an amorphous or nanocrystalline iron nitride layer [132]. The amorphous or

noncrystalline nature of the FeN phase explains why it is invisible in GIXRD, but

remarkable both in CEMS and RNRA.

Finally, the surface hardness of laser nitrided iron or titanium was measured by the

nanoindentation technique applying a force of 4 mN. As shown in Figure 4-11, large

differences were found among metal samples nitrided by different lasers. Excimer

laser nitrided iron achieves the maximum hardness of 5 GPa, Nd-YAG laser treated

iron in air is softer due to the Fe3O4 and FeO iron oxides. The surface hardness of

the fs laser irradiated iron is less than 0.7 GPa, even much lower than the virgin iron,

corresponding to the amorphous or nanocrystalline structure produced by ultra fast

Ti:sapphire laser.
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Figure 4-11: Surface hardness profiles of different types of pulsed laser nitrided iron
and titanium.

4.4 Discussion of laser nitriding mechanisms

From the previous investigations, it has been found that ns excimer and Nd-YAG

lasers lead to better nitriding efficiency compared to ps or fs ultra short pulsed laser.

The following section will discuss the possible nitriding mechanisms for different types

of pulsed lasers. Figure 4-12 presents the one dimensional thermal simulation of

surface temperature and iron molten depth for 55 ns XeCl laser and 8 ns Nd-YAG

laser [84, 34]. Since the energy equilibrium between electrons and phonons is reached

after several ps, it is safe to adopt the thermal conduction equation to simulate the

temperature profile during excimer or Nd-YAG laser irradiation but not for FEL and
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Figure 4-12: Simulation of the surface temperature and the molten depth of iron as
the functions of time (Excimer laser: H = 4 J/cm2, Nd-YAG laser: H = 2.34 J/cm2.

Ti:sapphire laser, where the non-thermal effects become prominent during the ps or

fs laser irradiation. The simulated temperature profiles are shown in Figure 4-12.

Thickness of the molten iron layer is about 800 nm for excimer laser, 350 nm for Nd-

YAG laser, and the melting time is 300 ns for excimer laser, 60 ns for Nd-YAG laser.

It is clear that as the pulse duration decreases, both the melting time and the molten

iron depth decreases rapidly. The thermal simulation clearly demonstrates that longer

pulsed laser maintains longer melting time and deeper molten depth, which are the

most crucial factors determining an efficient nitrogen diffusion. It is believed that

the laser nitriding efficiency is primarily determined by a fully developed nitrogen

diffusion process in the molten metals.

The most remarkable fact revealed by the Nd-YAG laser experiment is that IR

laser nitriding of metal actually works. Due to the high reflectivity of IR laser for

iron, normally it will not produce a considerable nitriding effect, as claimed by several
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researchers [28]. However, in Figure 4-6, the nitrogen depth profile after IR Nd-YAG

laser nitriding is comparable with UV XeCl laser, which has to be ascribed to the

laser plasma formed after hundreds of picoseconds. Due to the much lower electron

density in the plasma than that in metals, the plasma frequency of the laser plasma is

at least two orders lower than in metals, thus the IR laser is highly reflective for metals

but not for laser plasma. More fraction of the incident IR laser is absorbed instead

of being reflected back, then the absorbed energy is partially returned back to the

metal via blackbody-like irradiation from the laser plasma, leading to the enhanced

laser-metal energy coupling and eventually improving the nitriding efficiency.

Compared to ns laser, FEL nitriding of iron exhibits extremely low nitriding ef-

ficiency. It is supposed that the ps FEL micropulses with 107 Hz repetition rate

actually resemble a µs or CW laser, but the surface iron must obtain a much higher

peak temperature during the micropulse irradiation compared to normal CW laser

owing to the time structure of the FEL laser pulse (see Figure 4-4), thus the degassing

or the depletion of the nitrogen is greatly enhanced, resulting in the low nitriding ef-

ficiency of FEL. For fs laser, it is surprising to observe a 400 nm thick iron nitride

layer, which can not be formed by the normal nitrogen diffusion process due to the

ultra short thermal diffusion distance (less than 10 nm). However, with extremely

high laser intensity (I0 ≈ 1013 W/cm2) fs laser, the ablated iron ions obtain much

higher kinetic energy than in the case of ns laser. Maybe some FeN or FeN2 molecules

or clusters are formed directly in the highly ionized laser plume, then the following

re-condensing of the plasma and the ultra fast cooling leads to an amorphous or

nanocrystalline iron nitride structure, as confirmed by the GIXRD and CEMS phase

analysis. However, since normally the amorphous metal nitrides have poor mechanic

properties and thermal stability, it is not favorable coating compared to crystalline

phase.
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4.5 Laser nitriding of titanium

In the past decades, ceramic thin film gained widespread applications and increasing

importance. Tribological and electronic properties of these films are crucial for many

applications such as cutting tools and functional layers for electronic and optical

applications. Titanium nitrides are of special interest due to their extremely high

hardness and high melting temperature like co-valent crystals, and excellent electronic

and thermal conductivity of typical pure metals [133, 134]. They also possess high

corrosion resistance to protect technical alloys and have diffusion barrier properties

against copper diffusion in silicon integrated microelectronics technology. It is natural

to extend the idea of pulsed laser nitriding to metals other than iron or steel. Titanium

seems to be one of the promising candidates for pulsed laser nitriding, not only because

of the attractive properties of titanium nitrides, but also of the fact that titanium

is easier to transform to titanium nitrides. Another motivation for the titanium

nitriding experiment is related to the laser nitriding mechanism, since the thermal

parameters of titanium such as melting temperature and thermal conductivity are

quite close to iron, the main difference between titanium and iron is the chemical

activity with nitrogen. If the laser nitriding process is nitrogen diffusion dominated,

no big differences would be expected.

To have an idea of the efficiency of pulsed laser nitriding of titanium, the first

experiment was conducted using 64 pulses of homogeneous XeCl excimer laser, the

energy density of each pulse was 4 J/cm2, and the ambient nitrogen pressure ranged

from 0.5 bar to 2 bar. As shown in Figure 4-13, the most remarkable feature of

the laser nitrided titanium is the extremely high nitrogen content at 1 bar and 2

bar. There are no significant nitriding effects at 0.3 bar when the laser ablation is

dominated. At 2 bar, the stoichiometry of the laser nitrided titanium is quite close to

TiN. Even at the depth of 350 nm, the nitrogen concentration still exceeds 30 at.%.

Compared to the nitriding of iron under same conditions, laser nitriding of titanium

achieves a much higher efficiency than nitriding of iron.
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Figure 4-13: Nitrogen concentration profiles of excimer laser nitrided titanium at
different nitrogen pressures.

In the previous discussion, it has been found that for decreasing pulse length, laser

nitriding of iron becomes less efficient since the diffusion time of nitrogen is greatly

reduced. Then how about the ultra short laser nitriding of titanium?

Figure 4-14 compares the normalized γ-ray yield of RNRA (proportional to the

nitrogen concentration) among FEL nitrided titanium, iron and stainless steel. The

normalized yield of FEL nitrided titanium is by a factor of 30 higher than iron or

stainless steel. Since the laser parameters such as energy density, repetition rate and

beam size are same, the big difference of nitrogen content suggests that nitrogen take

up is not simply determined by nitrogen diffusion, the degassing effect during the

laser irradiation is also critical. It seems that the nitrogen degassing effect is more

prominent in iron or stainless steel than in titanium.

As shown in Figure 4-13, the mean nitrogen concentration in laser nitrided tita-

nium sample is 25 - 50 at.%, so probably TiN is the dominant surface phase. GIXRD
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Figure 4-14: Comparison of normalized yield of γ-ray in RNRA among FEL nitrided
titanium, iron and stainless steel.

spectra of excimer laser and FEL nitrided titanium samples are shown in Figure 4-

15, the diffraction peaks of f.c.c. TiN are clearly distinguished from the hexagonal Ti

substrate, but the peaks from other titanium nitride phases have not been found.

It is worth mentioning that the diffraction peaks of TiN in FEL nitrided titanium

are even sharper than in the excimer laser nitrided titanium. According to the Scher-

rer equation, the mean grain size of titanium nitrides produced by FEL and excimer

laser are estimated to be 150 nm and 75 nm, respectively. The comparison of the

grain size contradicts to the general rule that a higher cooling rate leads to a smaller

crystal grain size, the ps FEL nitrided titanium surface layer must remain molten for a

longer time than ns excimer laser nitrided titanium. Although at first sight the result
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Figure 4-15: GIXRD spectra of excimer laser and FEL nitrided titanium.

looks little strange, the high 107 Hz repetition rate reduces the time interval among

FEL micropulses to be merely tens of nanoseconds, probably even shorter than the

melting duration produced by previous micropulse, thus in principal the FEL laser

is equivalent to a µs or CW laser with a mean intensity of 105 ∼ 106 W/cm2, which

ensures the bulk melting of the surface titanium layer. Due to the high intensity of

FEL micropulse (109 ∼ 1010 W/cm2), the enhanced degassing rate in iron leads to an

extremely low nitriding efficiency. Contrastively the high nitrogen content in titanium

under the same nitriding conditions strongly favors the supposition of the reduced

degassing rate in titanium, which will be confirmed by the annealing experiments in
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the next chapter.

Figure 4-16: GIXRD spectrum of FEL nitrided titanium and rocking curve measure-
ment of TiN <200> peak for excimer laser and FEL nitrided titanium.

In order to check the thickness of the nitrided layer and also the possible texture

induced by the FEL treatment, a locked θ-2θ scan of FEL nitrided titanium was

conducted, the spectrum is shown in left part of Figure 4-16. The most remarkable

fact is the high diffraction intensity of the TiN <200> peak, which suggests a <200>

texture. The rocking curve measurement of the TiN <200> peak is plotted at the

right part of Figure 4-16. The <200> texture in FEL nitrided titanium is clearly

demonstrated while the excimer laser nitrided Ti does not exhibit a similar texture. It

is known that <200> is the TiN surface with lowest surface energy [135], thermody-

namically <200> texture is more favorable. On the other hand, the elastic constant

in <111> direction is lower than in <200> direction, thus <111> is a plane with

lower strain energy compared to <200> plane [135]. In this aspect, <111> texture is

more favorable. Based on these considerations, it is supposed that the strain energy
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in excimer laser nitride titanium is dominant while surface energy is more important

in FEL nitrided titanium.

Figure 4-17: Surface hardness profile of excimer laser and FEL nitrided titanium
compared to virgin tiantium.

Because of the diamond like hardness of TiN, surface hardness profiles of excimer

laser and FEL nitrided titanium were measured by nanoindentation, the results are

plotted in Figure 4-17. Both nitriding treatments nearly doubled the surface hardness.

The maximum hardness in the surface is about 5 GPa. FEL nitriding achieved a

deeper nitriding depth compared to excimer laser, which is possibly related to the

deeper molten layer produced by the FEL than the excimer laser. The hardness

profile of FEL nitrided titanium is not smooth due to a rough surface.
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From the investigation of the laser nitriding of titanium, particularly the FEL

nitrided titanium, a crystalline titanium nitride layer with nearly 50 at.% nitrogen

content and doubled surface hardness was confirmed. Bulk molten state is produced

by the FEL. Since the thermal and optical parameters of iron and titanium are quite

similar, degassing effects and phase formation are believed to be the main reasons

resulting in the very different nitriding efficiencies of titanium and iron. Compared

to ns excimer laser, FEL induces much higher surface temperature due to its high

intensity, thus the degassing effect would be greatly enhanced. Nevertheless, since

titanium nitride is more stable than iron nitride, the nitrogen degassing process in

titanium will most probably be suppressed, FEL nitriding of Ti can still maintain a

high nitriding efficiency.

4.6 Summary

In this chapter the nitrogen content, nitride phase formation and hardness of Fe and

Ti for various types of lasers were discussed, differing in the laser wavelengths, pulse

duration and time structures ( see Table IV-2). The following arguments appear to

be most important to explain the similarities and differences.

1: The experimental finding and thermal simulations indicated that longer pulse

led to better nitriding efficiency, which supported the opinion that efficient laser

nitriding of metal is primarily based on nitrogen diffusion process.

2: IR Nd-YAG laser nitriding of iron exhibited good nitriding efficiency even

comparable to UV excimer laser, which was ascribed to the enhanced laser-metal

thermal coupling maintained by the laser plasma. The laser nitriding efficient was

found to be more or less independent of the laser wavelength.

3: Although a high nitrogen concentration was detected in Ti:sapphire laser ni-

trided iron by RNRA, the GIXRD measurement excluded the existence of a crystalline

iron nitride. An amorphous or nanocrystalline iron nitride layer with the stoichiom-
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etry close to FeN was revealed by CEMS, which should correspond to the fall out of

the re-condensing plasma followed by a ultra fast cooling and clustering process.

4: Since the ps FEL micropulses with high repetition rate of 107 Hz actually

resemble a µs or CW laser, a crystalline titanium nitride layer and a bulk melting

of Ti substrate were produced by FEL, as confirmed by the GIXRD measurements.

The comparison between FEL nitrided Fe and Ti revealed that the laser nitriding

efficiency is essentially determined by the competing between the nitrogen take up

(nitrogen diffusion) and the nitrogen depletion (degassing process). It is supposed

that the reduced nitrogen degassing rate in Ti is the main reason for the improved

FEL nitriding efficiency of Ti.
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Chapter 5

Thermal stability of laser produced

iron/titanium nitrides

In chapter 3 and 4, detailed informations of nitrogen concentration profiles and surface

layer phase compositions in pulsed laser nitrided iron, stainless steel and titanium were

given. The influences of the ambient nitrogen pressure and the laser pulse duration

on the nitriding efficiency were investigated and qualitatively discussed. However, up

to now, there is still little knowledge about the thermal stability of the laser produced

metal nitrides [29], which is critical for potential applications. In the following section,

the thermal stability of the metal nitrides is investigated by annealing experiments,

which are conducted both in vacuum and air. In detail, 2 hour isochronal annealings

were carried out between room temperature (RT) and 973 K. The evolution of the

phase and elemental composition and hardness of the surface layer were obtained from

the well-suited selection of methods: RNRA, CEMS, GIXRD and nanoidentation.

Since iron and stainless steel are the most popular metals, most of the discussion will

be confined to them. Also a couple of titanium samples after FEL and Ti:sapphire

laser nitriding were investigated to test some assumptions of previous chapters.
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5.1 Iron/titanium nitrides phase evolution during

annealing treatment

5.1.1 In vacuum environment

In the following section, quantitative results are presented. Since the maximum proton

energy available at IONAS is 530 keV, only the top 400 nm layer can be investigated

via RNRA, while the nitrided layer reaches to about 1 µm according to the simulations

[84]. Figure 5-1 shows the nitrogen concentration profiles in iron and stainless steel,

from 0 to 400 nm at various annealing temperatures. RNRA revealed that nitrogen

in stainless steel is more stable than in iron. For stainless steel, even at 773 K, there

is still no big change in the nitrogen concentration except for the very surface, while

for iron, there is nearly no nitrogen left at 773 K. Another interesting feature is that

for the annealing step at 423 K, the nitrogen concentration in certain depths becomes

larger than in the original laser-nitrided samples, more prominent for iron than for

stainless steel.

CEMS was used to get the information on the phase composition and evolution in

the iron nitride layers. Laser treatment of iron and stainless steel introduces nitrogen

atoms mainly as interstitial solid solution (γ- phase). Figure 5-2 shows two typical

CEMS spectra of laser nitrided iron and stainless steel. The spectrum of iron in Figure

5-2a is the superposition of several magnetic phases with different magnet hyperfine

fields, such as the α,α
′
, and ε phase, and also the paramagnetic γ phase. Figure 5-2b

shows the CEMS spectrum of stainless steel, whose principal structure is fcc γ-Fe

with additional interstitial nitrogen atoms. As discussed in the previous chapters,

the CEMS spectrum of stainless steel is composed of two groups of subspectra. The

dotted single line (IS=-0.11(2) mm/s) and the dotted doublet (IS=-0.11(2) mm/s,

QS=0.19(3) mm/s) are ascribed to the virgin stainless steel [100]. The solid doublet

(IS=0.07(2) mm/s, QS=0.40(1) mm/s) with larger isomer shift is related to the laser
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Figure 5-1: Nitrogen depth profiles for excimer laser nitrided iron and stainless steel
annealed in vacuum (2 hours at each temperature).

produced fcc γ-Fe(N) austenite, corresponding to the microscopic geometry of one

nearest nitrogen neighbor around the 57Fe probe atom. All of the relevant hyperfine

parameters agree well with the parameters of γ - Fe(N) austenite [25, 83].

The phase composition in iron and the subspectrum area fraction of stainless

steel deduced from CEMS are plotted in Figure 5-3 as a functions of the annealing

temperature. For iron, the main iron nitride phases after the laser treatment are the

α
′
, α

′′
, ε and the γ iron nitride phase. When the annealing temperature reaches 473

K, the γ
′
phase appears, then gradually becomes the dominant phase around 523 K,
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Figure 5-2: CEMS spectra of excimer laser irradiated iron and stainless steel with
subspectra.

while the contribution from other phases is greatly reduced. When the temperature

exceeds 773 K, there are no nitride phases presenting any more, the iron sample

returns to the pure α phase. Stainless steel appears to be more stable than iron, and

no new phases are created up to 973 K. The area fraction of the iron nitride doublet

in stainless steel remains nearly constant up to 623 K.

One drawback of CEMS is that it is only sensitive to iron nitride phases. For

stainless steel (CrNiMo1.4401) it is not sure whether other metal nitride phases such

as CrN are produced after laser irradiation or during the annealing process. In the

following section, GIXRD with a fixed incidence angle of 5◦ is utilized to extend the

CEMS phase analysis. Figure 5-4 shows the XRD measurement results of iron and
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Figure 5-3: (a) Phase composition of excimer laser nitrided iron and (b) subspectral
area fraction of excimer laser nitrided stainless steel revealed by CEMS as functions
of annealing temperature.

stainless steel respectively.

The diffraction pattern of the iron sample in Figure 5-4a presents direct evidence

for the critical temperatures of iron during the annealing process in vacuum. From

473 K, the γ
′
phase appears and then becomes the dominant iron nitride phase around

523 K. When the temperature exceeds 773 K, there are no diffraction peaks from iron

nitride phases left. In the XRD spectra of the iron sample, the diffraction peaks of

the ε iron nitride phase are hardly visible, while in the CEMS measurement results

shown in Figure 5-3, the contribution of the ε phase can reach 20 %. The fact that

XRD has a much deeper sampling range of about 750 nm can explain this discrepancy.
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Figure 5-4: GIXRD spectra of excimer laser nitrided iron (a) and stainless steel (b)
annealed in vacuum.

The comparison between CEMS and XRD reveals that the ε iron nitride is mainly

distributed within the depth of 150 nm. Figure 5-4b shows the XRD spectra of

stainless steel. There are no diffraction peaks from CrN or from other nitride phases

which are invisible to CEMS. It seems that no other nitride phases are produced

after laser irradiation. The diffraction spectra of stainless steel are composed of two

groups of diffraction peaks: one of them corresponds to iron austenite, the other one

with a shift to the lower angle corresponds to iron nitride austenite, as shown by

the insert of Figure 5-4b. The diffraction peaks of iron nitride austenite shift to the

lower angle compared to the virgin austenite, because the interstitial nitrogen atoms
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stretch the fcc lattice. Consequently, the lattice constant of the iron nitride austenite

is increased.

In conclusion, RNRA, CEMS and XRD measurements independently revealed

the nitrogen concentration and iron nitride phase composition. Together they give

an overall picture of the phase evolution during the annealing process in vacuum.

Figure 5-5: Microhardness measurement of excimer laser nitrided iron and stainless
steel annealed in vacuum.

The nanoindentation technique is used to test the hardness of the surface layer

during the annealing treatment. Figure 5-5 shows the surface microhardness profiles

of iron and stainless steel up to 9 µm. For stainless steel, the hardness remains

nearly constant. For the iron sample, the surface hardness is correlated to the nitro-

gen concentration and decreases with increasing annealing temperature. The phase
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transition is the main mechanism contributing to this behavior. It is well known that

the hardness of the hexagonal ε iron nitride (7.1 GPa) is much higher than that of

the bcc ferrite (2.8 GPa) [82], depletion of ε iron nitride with increasing temperature

results in reduced hardness.

5.1.2 In air atmosphere

In addition to the annealing experiment conducted in vacuum, we were also interested

in annealing experiments in air, since this is the normal situation for most industrial

applications. Figure 5-6 shows the nitrogen depth profiles in iron and stainless steel

samples annealed in air. From these RNRA results, it is clear that the nitrogen content

in stainless steel is more stable than in iron, similar to the annealing experiment results

in vacuum.

The evolution of the nitrogen content is mainly determined by two mechanisms:

the diffusion process and the degassing kinetics. It is well known that the diffusion

coefficient of nitrogen in γ - Fe(N) is much smaller than in α - Fe. Since the principal

structure of stainless steel is γ - Fe, nitrogen atoms in stainless steel are more difficult

to transport than in α - Fe. This is the reason why up to 473 K, there is still hardly no

change in the nitrogen concentration of stainless steel. For iron, the situation is dif-

ferent. Within the first 100 nm, the nitrogen content drops drastically around 573 K.

However, in depths below 100 nm, the nitrogen concentration even increases slightly.

It is impossible to explain this behavior only by the simple diffusion mechanism in

homogeneous bulk material. Another fact has to be taken into account: typically the

iron sample after laser irradiation has polycrystalline structure, the grain boundary

diffusion becomes the dominant diffusion mechanism. CEMS revealed that most ni-

trogen enriched phases such as the ε and the γ
′
iron ntiride phases are distributed in

the first 150 nm. From RNRA and XRD, we assumed that the γ iron nitride phase

is dominant with a mean nitrogen concentration of around 10 at.% between the sub-

strate α-Fe and the surface. Taking a look at the CEMS spectrum in Figure 5-2, the
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Figure 5-6: Nitrogen depth profiles for excimer laser nitrided iron and stainless steel
annealed in air.

line width of the ε iron nitride phases is much broader than that of the γ phase. This

means that the mean grain size of iron nitrides is smaller in the surface than in the

depths of the nitrided layer. In other words, the grain boundaries are more densely

distributed in the surface. Consequently, the nitrogen atoms with the maximum con-

centration in the surface are difficult to diffuse deeper and gradually accumulate in

depths below 100 nm. If the annealing temperature exceeds 673 K, the degassing

mechanism begins to play an important role in the nitrogen depletion process. Since

at ambient pressure all iron nitrides are thermodynamically unstable compared to Fe

and N2, the limitation for the decomposition reaction FexN → xFe + 1
2
N2 is due to

the kinetic barriers of the degassing process, i.e: the recombination of 2 N atoms to 1
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N2 molecule [136]. Only above 673 K, the degassing reaction rate becomes significant

and increases very fast with increasing annealing temperature. It is believed that

this is the main reason of the rapidly reduced nitrogen content within the depth of

100 nm. At the same time, the diffusion process of nitrogen is greatly enhanced at

temperatures above 673 K. Due to the concentration gradient, the nitrogen in depths

below 100 nm can easily diffuse both to the surface and to the substrate α-Fe, which

results in the depletion of nitrogen in the whole nitrided layer. When the temperature

reaches 973 K, no nitrogen left for both of iron and stainless steel. It also worth a

mention that the nitrogen content in iron drops more quickly in air than in vacuum.

This is possibly due to the iron oxide layer which developed from the surface. In order

to confirm our assumption, the phase analysis are conducted by XRD and CEMS.

�

�

�

q

� �

Figure 5-7: GIXRD spectra of excimer laser nitrided stainless steel annealed in air.

Figure 5-7 and Figure 5-8 give the grazing angle incidence X-ray diffraction spectra

of stainless steel and iron, respectively. As shown in Figure 5-7 no additional new

phases are produced in stainless steel during the whole annealing process in air. For

the iron sample, when the annealing temperature reaches 673 K, the iron nitrides

disappear completely. At the same time, there are strong diffraction peaks from iron

oxides, such as hematite (α - Fe2O3) and magnetite (Fe3O4).
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Figure 5-9a presents the phase composition of the iron sample during the annealing

process in air. The phase fractions of iron nitrides and iron oxides are deduced from

the CEMS measurements. Oxidation starts from the surface at around 500 K. Then

the iron oxides become the dominant phases at 673 K instead of α-Fe. This is clearly

demonstrated in the CEMS spectrum shown in Figure 5-9b. Except for the iron oxide

formation, the critical temperature of the iron nitride phase evolution in air is the

same as for annealing in vacuum. From 473 K, γ
′

appears, and the dominant iron

nitride phase changes from the γ to the γ
′
phase at 523 K.
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Figure 5-8: GIXRD spectra of excimer laser nitrided iron annealed in air.

Finally, the thermal stability of excimer laser nitrided titanium and Ti:sapphire

laser nitrided iron were also investigated. In detail, 2 hours annealing treatment in

air environment (at 873 K) was assigned to the excimer laser nitrided titanium to see

whether the degassing effect is reduced compared to iron nitride. As for Ti:sapphire

laser, the nitrided iron sample was simply stored in RT air atmosphere for two years,

and the RNRA measurement is repeated to check the variation of the nitrogen content.

If the titanium nitride produced by Ti:sapphire laser is amorphous, the nitrogen

content could be quite unstable and a considerable difference would be expected after

two years’ storage. The nitrogen concentration depth profiles of both samples are
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Figure 5-9: (a) Phase composition of excimer laser nitrided iron annealed in air as
revealed by CEMS analysis; (b) CEMS spectrum of the excimer laser nitrided iron
annealed in air at 673 K.

illustrated in Figure 5-10. The original nitrogen concentration profiles just after the

laser preparation are also plotted as comparison.

After 2 hours annealing treatment at 873 K in air environment, the nitrogen

content in the first 200 nm of excimer laser nitrided titanium drops considerably due

to degassing effect. However, in depth of more than 200 nm, the titanium sample still

maintains a high nitrogen concentration close to 30 at.%, nearly the same value as that

before the annealing treatment. Compared to the laser nitrided titanium, excimer

laser nitrided iron sample has already lost all of its nitrogen even at the temperature

of 773 K. The big difference in nitrogen depletion behaviour offers strong evidence to

the suppressed degassing effect in titanium nitride.
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Figure 5-10: The evolution of the nitrogen depth profile of excimer laser nitrided
titanium (annealed in air at 873 K for 2 hours) and Ti:sapphire laser nitrided iron (2
years in RT air atmosphere).

After two years in the RT atmosphere, the repeated RNRA measurement of fs

Ti:sapphire laser nitrided iron revealed a significant change of the nitrogen content

profile, the maximum concentration drops to merely half of the initial value. If the

iron nitride is in normal crystalline state, 2 years’ storage would not induce such

a depletion of the nitrogen content. Only unstable amorphous or nanocrystalline

iron nitrides could explain the remarkable missing of the nitrogen content in RT

environment.

In summary, the thermal stability of laser produced iron and tianium nitrides by

annealing treatment conducted both in vacuum and air was investigated. The de-
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tailed information on the evolution of the nitrogen concentration, phase composition

and abundance, surface hardness vs annealing temperature is derived by combining

methods of ion beam analysis (nitrogen profile), Mössbauer spectroscopy, grazing

angle X-ray diffraction (phase analysis) and nanoindentation measurement (surface

hardness). Stainless steel proved to be more stable than the iron sample. No oxides

or new iron nitride phases are produced up to 973 K. There are two critical tempera-

tures for the iron samples during the anealing process. At 523 K, the dominant iron

nitride phase changes from the γ to the γ′ phase. When T > 773 K, there are no

iron nitride phases left and the surface is oxidized when annealed in air. The different

behavior of iron and stainless steel is due to the phase transition and diffusion mech-

anism. When T > 973 K, all iron nitride phases disappear from iron and stainless

steel, which corresponds to the maximum temperature for possible future industrial

applications of laser nitriding of iron. Annealing experiment of excimer laser nitrided

Ti confirms the suppressed degassing effect in tianium nitrides, resulting in an im-

proved FEL nitriding efficiency of Ti. In consistent with the previous phase analysis,

the amorphous or nanocrystalline iron nitrides produced by fs Ti:sappire laser are

unstable even in RT atmosphere.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and outlook

6.1 Conclusions

From the investigations of the influences of the ambient nitrogen pressure and the

laser pulse duration on the laser nitriding process, the most important conclusions

are summarized as follows:

1: The role of laser plasma and the plasma dynamics

The laser plasma plays a critical role in laser nitriding, which effectively enhances

the laser-metal thermal coupling. Although during the laser irradiation the plasma

screens the incident laser beam from the metal surface, after extinction of the laser

pulse, part of the absorbed energy is fed back to the nitrided metal by blackbody-

like radiation and thermal conduction, which can eventually improve the laser-metal

coupling time and the nitrogen diffusion time for efficient laser nitriding. The laser

plasma dynamics is strongly influenced by the ambient pressure. In the nitrogen pres-

sure series, the transition from laser ablation to nitrogen diffusion dominated regime

with increasing nitrogen pressure is clearly demonstrated. The characteristic param-

eters of the nitrogen depth profile were extracted from the single pulse experiments,

whose nitrogen pressure dependence was partially interpreted based on the LSC wave

model. Two fundamental time parameters, namely, the iron melting time tm and the
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plasma iron effective coupling time tc, were deduced from the 15N isotopic experi-

ments. The difference between them suggests that the laser nitriding process doesn’t

start simultaneously as the laser irradiation, which is also qualitatively explained by

the spatial and temporal structure of the laser plume. More generally, as revealed in

the pressure series, the nitriding efficiency increases rapidly as the nitrogen pressure

increases up to 2 bar. From 2 bar to 10 bar, the nitrogen concentration remains

more or less constant or decreases slowly. The optimal nitrogen pressure window for

laser nitriding lies between 2 and 3 bar. In the high pressure region, gas breakdown

probably hinders the further improvement of the nitriding efficiency.

2: Laser nitriding mechanisms.

Both the experimental results and the thermal simulation of the pulsed laser series

confirmed a general rule: long pulsed laser achieves a better nitriding efficiency. It

is believed that a well developed nitrogen diffusion process in molten metals is the

primary mechanism of laser nitriding. Ns laser with 108 W/cm2 intensity maintains a

considerable long melting time and a deep molten depth as well as the effect of plasma

enhanced laser-metal thermal coupling (the nitriding efficiency is nearly independent

of the incident laser wavelength), make it superior for efficient nitriding treatment

compared to ps or fs laser. The fs Ti:sapphire laser must have other nitriding mecha-

nisms, since the 400 nm thick iron nitride layer with a mean nitrogen concentration of

around 16 at.% cannot be attributed to the nitrogen diffusion due to the ultra short

pulse duration and the thermal diffusion length. Most probably the ablated iron ions

react directly with nitrogen to form FeN molecules or clusters in the laser plume,

then the molecules or clusters are re-deposited on iron by plasma condensing to form

an amorphous or nanocrystalline phase, which unfortunately has low hardness and

poor thermal stability. Furthermore, the pulsed laser series revealed that the laser

nitriding efficiency is essentially determined by the competing between nitrogen take

up (nitrogen diffusion) and nitrogen depletion (degassing effect). The degassing rate

increases exponentially with the surface temperature of molten metal. High inten-
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sity FEL (which resembles a µs or CW laser due to the 107 repetition rate of FEL

micropulses) greatly enhances the nitrogen degassing rate in iron, resulting in an ex-

tremely low nitriding efficiency. Another factor influencing the degassing rate is the

chemical activity of metal with nitrogen. By the comparison between FEL nitrided

iron and titanium and the annealing experiments, it is clear that the high chemical

reactive metals such as titanium, are more favorable material for laser nitriding due

to reduced degassing effect.

6.2 Outlook

First of all, all the investigations of the present work were limited to the analysis

of the nitrided samples after the laser irradiation had been done. In situ or real

time monitoring of the nitriding process is valuable to probe the plasma temperature,

electron and ion density, plasma absorption and propagation, as well as surface tem-

perature and molten depth of irradiated materials, which are critical to understand

the physics of laser-plasma- material interactions [138, 139, 140, 141]. A schematic

drawing of the experimental setup for the future in situ measurements is illustrated

in Figure 6-1.

The in situ experiments will concentrate on the characterization of the laser

plasma and metal surface state during the nitriding process. For ns excimer laser,

a fast response ICCD camera triggered by the incident laser pulse directly images

the plasma plume with high spatial resolution [126, 142]. A supersonic pinducer con-

nected with a digital oscilloscope is employed to detect the photoacoustic signal and

monitor the ablation depth of metal in real time [143]. As pulse duration approaches

ps or fs, in order to achieve the corresponding high time resolution, pump probe tech-

nique is adopted to trace the ultra fast process. The principal is to apply a excitation

pump pulse first, to induce the laser plasma, after a fine control of the time delay, a

second pulse arrives to probe the plasma dynamics. The ultra fast time resolution is
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Figure 6-1: Schematic drawing of in situ experimental configurations with the aim
of probing plasma properties and metal surface state during laser nitriding process.

achieved by simply adjust the optical path difference between the pump and probe

pulse. For example, the 0.03 mm distance would produce a extremely short 100 fs

delay.

The previous chapters revealed that the surface molten state is necessary for

efficient laser nitriding. The thickness and the melting time of the surface molten layer

are reflected by the resistance variation during the melting process. The experimental

setup as shown in the lower part of Figure 6-1 was first proposed by Aziz [144, 145,

146], and proved to to successful in the ns region.

Secondly, I am thinking of the multibeam laser nitriding configurations [137] for

optimal laser-metal energy couplings. The idea is to apply a short ps or ns pulsed

laser with the intensity much higher than the surface evaporation threshold, to trigger

the laser plasma. Then followed by a µs or CW laser with lower intensity but longer

pulse duration, to maintain the necessary temperature and surface pressure of laser
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Figure 6-2: Schematic drawing of the idea of multi-beam pulsed laser nitriding for
optimal laser-metal energy coupling.

produced plasma but does not induce plasma breakdown or overheating of the ni-

trided sample. The undesired depletion of nitrogen due to the extremely high surface

temperature and the amorphous structure of surface layer induced by the ultra fast

cooling can be avoided. The idea is more clearly presented in Figure 6-2.
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